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Chicago Review Press
9781641600477
Pub Date: 6/4/19
On Sale Date: 6/4/19
$19.99
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB007000

9 in H | 6 in W

Viking Age Brew
The Craft of Brewing Sahti Farmhouse Ale
Mika Laitinen, Randy Mosher

Contributor Bio
Mika Laitinen lives in Finland close to traditional sahti brewers and has coauthored two books, one about

sahti and one about homebrewing, in Finnish. His articles on sahti have appeared in several beer magazines,

including Brew Your Own,and he writes about local Nordic beer culture on his website Brewing Nordic

(www.brewingnordic.com).

Randy Mosher is the author of Tasting Beer, Radical Brewing, Mastering Homebrew, A Beer for All Seasons,

and The Brewer's Companion. He lives in Chicago, Illinois.

Summary
Viking Age Brew brings beer history alive and takes readers on a lavishly illustrated tour of rustic brewhouses

fueled by wood and passion. Sahti is a Nordic farmhouse ale that is still crafted in accordance with ancient

traditions dating back to early medieval times and the Viking Age. Sahti is often thought of as a freak among

beer styles, but this book demonstrates that a thousand years ago such ales were the norm in northern

Europe, before the modern-style hopped beer we drink today reached the masses. Viking Age Brew is the first

English-language book to describe the tradition, history and hands-on brewing of this ale. Whether you are a

brewing virgin or an experienced brewer, the book unlocks the doors to brewing sahti and other ancient ales

from medieval times and the Viking Age.

Amberley Publishing
9781445680576
Pub Date: 2/15/19
On Sale Date: 2/15/19
$24.95/£14.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
History
HIS000000
Series: Pubs

9.3 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.3 in T
| 0.7 lb Wt

East End Pubs
Johnny Homer

Contributor Bio
Johnny Homer is a journalist, broadcaster, and brewery tour guide. He has written for a variety of different

newspapers, magazines, and websites. He has also been a staff journalist with Oracle Teletext, as editor of

the daily BeatBox music magazine, the Press Association, and Northcliffe Media, the latter as Sports Editor of

the Canterbury Times series of newspapers. He is a regular and long-standing contributor to BBC London’s

Robert Elms show.

A fascinating tour of the East End's pub scene, charting the taverns, alehouses and watering holes, from past

centuries to more recent times.

Summary
There are few more quintessentially English experiences than supping a pint of ale in a centuries-old public

house, where the walls could tell you stories. The East End of London is awash with such places, remarkably

so in some respects, given the destruction wreaked by the Great Fire of London, World War II bombs, and

post-war planners. Some were around before Shakespeare; others are comparatively recent Victorian

additions—but all have a fascinating story behind them. Journalist and broadcaster Johnny Homer traces the

history of the East End's drinking establishments, taking in the landlords, notable characters, stories, and a

pint or two along the way. Well researched and beautifully illustrated, London's East End Pubs provides

something for everyone, whether they live in this vibrant part of London or are visiting for the first time.
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Penguin Random House UK
9781787631137
Pub Date: 5/1/19
On Sale Date: 5/1/19
$12.95/£12.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

432 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB007000

8 in H | 5 in W

The Perfect Pint
A Beer Lover's Handbook
Andy Hamilton

Contributor Bio
Andy Hamilton runs brewing workshops and tasting sessions locally, grows ingredients for beer in his vertical

hilltop garden and forages for ingredients for various alcoholic drinks in and around Bristol. He is also a

member of the British Guild of Beer Writers and CAMRA and makes regular appearances on TV and radio

talking about foraging and home-brewing. He is the author of the foraging/home-brewing book Booze for

Free, and The Self-Sufficient-ish Bible.

Summary
Andy Hamilton has tried hundreds, if not thousands, of pints from the avalanche of new flavors now available

and has convinced commercial, craft and home brewers across Britain to share some of their top-secret best

recipes. So why not swap "a pint of the usual" for something more unusual? With this guide you'll learn how

to taste—and talk—beer like the professionals, drink some of the finest ales made in Britain, and find out the

secrets of a perfect porter, an irresistible IPA, a super stout and that marvelous mild. An in-depth tour of beer

and brewing, this is the essential companion for anyone who enjoys a decent British pint.

Quiller Publishing
9781846892790
Pub Date: 4/1/19
On Sale Date: 4/1/19
$27.95/£16.95 UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB126000

9.3 in H | 6.3 in W | 0.8 in T
| 0.9 lb Wt

Bursting Bubbles
A Secret History of Champagne and the Rise of the Great Growers
Robert Walters

Contributor Bio
Robert Walters is a respected wine merchant, vineyard owner, and writer with more than 25 years of

experience in the trade. His deep knowledge of the Champagne region comes from working with some of the

pre-eminent growers of Champagne from Europe, Australia, and New Zealand for close to 15 years, giving

him a unique perspective.

Summary
The rise and rise of a group of artisanal producers in Champagne over the last 20 years has challenged

everything we thought we knew about this famous region. In Bursting Bubbles, Robert Walters takes us on a

journey to visit these great growers. Along the way, he reveals a secret history of Champagne and dispels

many of the myths that still persist about this celebrated wine style. Controversial and ground breaking,

Bursting Bubbles will change the way you think about Champagne.
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University of New South
Wales Press
9781742235769
Pub Date: 10/15/18
$49.99
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

304 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB126000

9.3 in H | 7.5 in W | 0.9 in T
| 1.8 lb Wt

Hunter Wine
A History
John Germov, Julie McIntyre

Contributor Bio
John Germov is a sociologist and author of more than 20 books including his best-known work, The Social

Appetite: A Sociology of Food and Nutrition (Oxford University Press). He is Pro-Vice Chancellor of the Faculty

of Education & Arts at The University of Newcastle and leads the university’s Wine Studies Research Network.

Julie McIntyre is a Research Fellow in History at The University of Newcastle and her publications include

First Vintage: Wine in Colonial New South Wales (NewSouth 2012), winner of a Gourmand Publishing Prize

and shortlisted for the NSW Premier’s History Awards. She is an associate editor of the Journal of Wine

Research (UK).

Summary
Time is an essential element of each glass of wine that we drink. Within moments of it being poured from a

bottle, or when a barrel is exposed to air, wine begins to change in subtle and irreversible ways. At the other

end of the temporal scale, the bedrock of the vineyard landscapes that grow the grapes to make this wine

were formed over millennia past. From the deep past to the current moment, this book shows how historical

influences and technological processes have shaped Hunter wine from vine to glass.

The Hunter Valley is Australia’s oldest wine region, so its history and heritage are integral to understanding

how Australian wine has evolved. Australian cultures of making, selling and drinking wine are more than

echoes of British and European traditions and trends— they represent new practices and styles. Hunter wine is

the result of horticultural, chemical, technological, social and economic experimentation by men and women

who have migrated to the region since the 1820s. In turn, the Hunter landscape and people have been

shaped by the presence of vineyards and wineries since ...

Chicago Review Press
9781613737217
Pub Date: 6/1/18
Ship Date: 6/1/18
$19.99/$26.99 Can./£19.50
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

400 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB007000

9 in H | 6 in W | 0.8 in T |
1.2 lb Wt

Barrel-Aged Stout and Selling Out
Goose Island, Anheuser-Busch, and How Craft Beer Became Big Business
Josh Noel

Contributor Bio
Josh Noel writes about beer and travel for the Chicago Tribune; he has also contributed to This American Life

and to the New York Times and other publications. He has become one of the nation’s most recognizable beer

journalists, winning multiple awards from the North American Guild of Beer Writers. He lives in Chicago with

his wife and children.

Summary
Goose Island opened as a family-owned Chicago brewpub in the late 1980s, and it soon became one of the

most inventive breweries in the world. In the golden age of light, bland and cheap beers, John Hall and his

son Greg brought European flavors to America. With distribution in two dozen states, two brewpubs and

status as one of the 20 biggest breweries in the United States, Goose Island became an American success

story and was a champion of craft beer. Then, on March 28, 2011, the Halls sold the brewery to

Anheuser-Busch InBev, maker of Budweiser, the least craft-like beer imaginable. The sale forced the industry

to reckon with craft beer’s mainstream appeal and a popularity few envisioned. Josh Noel broke the news of

the sale in the Chicago Tribune, and he covered the resulting backlash from Chicagoans and beer fanatics

across the country as the discussion escalated into an intellectual craft beer war. Anheuser-Busch has since

bought nine other craft breweries, and from among the outcry rises a question that Noel addresses through

personal anecdotes from industry leaders: how should...
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Ammonite Press
9781781452783
Pub Date: 9/1/17
Ship Date: 9/1/17
$11.95/$15.95 Can./£7.99
UK/€9.99 EU
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB007000
Series: 4-Letter Words

7.5 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.7 in T
| 0.8 lb Wt

BREW
A Graphic Guide to Home Brewing
Mitch Adams

Contributor Bio
Mitch Adams is a member of the British Guild of Beer Writers, who writes on beer and brewing both for the

trade press and in the blog www.biteandbottle.com. After running The Thatcher’s Arms on the Essex/Suffolk

borders for eight years, he developed his passion for brewing at The Bull, a London Brewing Co. brewpub in

Highgate, North London. He is currently working in beer education through tasting and training sessions, with

his writing focusing on beer recipes and the matching of food and beer.

Summary
BREW is the ideal handbook for the aspiring ale-maker, and a master brewer’s entertaining accomplice. In a

series of simple but beautifully illustrated steps, our expert author describes and demonstrates all the

essentials and more. Discover how to PLAN your home brewery and plot your equipment; how to master the

essential methods required to MAKE your first batch; how to PLAY with recipes and ingredients to develop

your own unique flavors; and where to find the ideas and inspiration to help you GROW your hobby into a

business or a lifelong passion. Includes dual measures.

Awa Press
9781927249413
Pub Date: 12/1/17
Ship Date: 12/1/17
$17.95/$23.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 80
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB007000
Series: The Ginger Series

7.3 in H | 5 in W | 0.3 in T |
0.4 lb Wt

How to Have a Beer
Alice Galletly

Contributor Bio
Alice Galletly is a journalist who has written for publications including Dish and AA Directions. After drinking

365 beers in 365 days, she furthered her knowledge by working in a beer bar.

Summary
Beer — it’s the world’s favorite alcoholic drink and its popularity is soaring. It has only four key ingredients

but fearless brewers are adding countless others, from chocolate and coconut to beardgrown yeast, seaweed

and stag semen. As Alice Galletly surveys the growing array in a supermarket, she makes a spur-of-

the-moment decision: she will drink and blog about a different beer every day for a year. While writing her

blog Beer for a Year Alice becomes not only a beer nerd and enthusiastic member of the beer community, but

briefly a brewer, with a bizarre medieval concoction that contains… ? Read this entertaining book and find out.

Alice’s stories and her tips on how to get the most out of every glass of beer will make you roar with

happiness, pain, and thirst. Best read with hops on hand.
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CAMRA Books
9781852492731
Pub Date: 3/15/10
$24.95/$27.95 Can./£14.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

304 Pages
Carton Qty: 14
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB007000

8 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.8 in T |
1.9 lb Wt

300 Beers to Try Before You Die!
Roger Protz

Contributor Bio
Roger Protz is a journalist, broadcaster, campaigner, and the author of more than 15 books about beer and

brewing. He is the editor of the annual Good Beer Guide, now in its 32nd year. His awards include Glenfiddich

Drink Writer of the Year 2004 and Lifetime Achievement Award British Guild of Beer Writers.

Summary
From Belgian fruit beers to hoppy cask ales, small-production microbrews to Czech Republic lagers, this is a

personal and comprehensive portfolio of international beers compiled by one of the world's leading beer

writers. In this unique and beautifully illustrated collection, he has distilled decades of beer knowledge into an

entertaining and indispensable guide to the ales that no beer lover should miss. The book divides beers by

type, including bitters, best bitters, pilsners, brown and mild ales, pale ales, extra strong beers and bitters,

old ales and barley wines, golden ales, porters and stouts, alt and amber ales, fruit beers, and beires de

garde, each comprising an alphabetical listing of the beers. Many of the entries are fully illustrated, and each

beer comes complete with a box panel for adding your own tasting notes. Information on the country of

origin, beer strength, brewery, and a detailed description of the beer and its history are also given.

CAMRA Books
9781852492953
Pub Date: 12/1/13
$24.95/$27.95 Can./£14.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

332 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB007000

10 in H | 8 in W | 0.8 in T |
2.3 lb Wt

300 More Beers to Try Before You Die!
Roger Protz

Contributor Bio
Roger Protz is a journalist, broadcaster, campaigner, and the author of more than 15 books about beer and

brewing. He is the editor of the annual Good Beer Guide, now in its 32nd year. His awards include Glenfiddich

Drink Writer of the Year 2004 and Lifetime Achievement Award British Guild of Beer Writers.

Summary
A companion volume to the successful 300 Beers to Try Before You Die!, taking beer lovers on an
exciting new odyssey through 300 more of the best beers from around the world
The range of beers featured in this must-own reference for beer enthusiasts include new American ales,

rediscovered classics like English strong mild, inventive new twists on age-old recipes from experimental

brewers in Europe, and more. The beers are organized by style so a reader can jump right in with a beer they

have never tried before or find something a little bit more adventurous for their taste buds. It also includes a

glossary of beer terms and a full beer index. This authoritative book is perfect for beer novices and experts

alike, and makes a great gift.
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CAMRA Books
9781852493226
Pub Date: 4/1/16
Ship Date: 4/1/16
$24.95/$29.95 Can./£12.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

208 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB007000

8.5 in H | 7 in W | 0.7 in T |
1.1 lb Wt

So You Want to Be a Beer Expert?
A Hands-On Guide for the Inquiring Beer Drinker
Jeff Evans

Contributor Bio
Jeff Evans is an internationally known beer writer whose books include A Beer a Day, for which he won the

Coors Brewers National Journalism Award, The Book of Beer Knowledge, and Good Bottled Beer Guide. He

was the editor of the Good Beer Guide for eight years.

Summary
The number and variety of excellent beers in general circulation has never been greater, both in the pub

(where guest ales and beer festivals are regular features) and in the supermarket. This book presents a crash

course in beer appreciation, with short cuts to an understanding of the beer styles of the world, beer flavors,

how beer is made, the ingredients, the best pubs and bars, and more. The novelty of this book—and its key

point of difference with other beer titles—is that it doesn’t just relate the facts but helps readers reach

conclusions for themselves. Interactive tastings show readers, through their own taste-buds, what beer is all

about. The book covers all the basics of beer knowledge but then points readers eager for a greater

understanding toward places to visit, people to talk to and in-depth books to read.

CAMRA Books
9781852491987
Pub Date: 4/28/08
$19.95/$21.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 56
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB007000

7.5 in H | 4.5 in W | 0.8 in T
| 0.5 lb Wt

The Book of Beer Knowledge
Essential Wisdom for the Discerning Drinker
Jeff Evans

Contributor Bio
Jeff Evans is the author of Good Bottled Beer Guide, was the editor of the annual Good Beer Guide eight

times, and was the 2001 British Guild of Beer Writers Beer Writer of the Year.

Summary
A unique collection of entertaining trivia and essential wisdom, The Book of Beer Knowledge is a perfect gift

for beer lovers everywhere. More than 200 entries cover everything from fictional "celebrity landlords" of soap

opera bars to the harsh facts detailing the world's biggest brewers, from bizarre beer names to the serious

subject of fermentation, and from the weighty associations of beer in literature to the populist world of Homer

Simpson and his drinking companions. If you need to know the nutritional merits of beer, or who produces

and consumes it most; where to find the world's major beer festivals or uncover unusual and fascinating facts

such as the meaning of sahti and kvass, then look no further.
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Chicago Review Press
9781556525629
Pub Date: 10/1/14
Ship Date: 10/1/14
$17.95/$21.95 Can./£17.95
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 44
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB007000

9 in H | 6 in W | 0.5 in T |
0.7 lb Wt

So You Want to Start a Brewery?
The Lagunitas Story
Tony Magee

Contributor Bio
Tony Magee is the founder and CEO of the Lagunitas Brewing Company.

Summary
In 1993, Tony Magee, who had foundered at every job he’d ever had, decided to become the founder of a

brewery. So You Want to Start a Brewery? is the thrilling first-person account of his gut-wrenching challenges

and unexpected successes.

Based in Petaluma, California, the Lagunitas Brewing Company makes craft beer that is simple and flavorful

and defies categorization. The same could be said for this book. Equal parts memoir, narrative, and business

story—with liberal dashes of pop culture and local color—this honest yet hilarious account of a one-of-a-kind,

made-in-America journey just happens to culminate with the success of one of the nation’s most popular craft

beer brands. In twenty years, Lagunitas has grown from a shoestring operation to be the fifth largest—and

the fastest growing—craft brewer in the United States.

First published in a limited edition two years ago by a tiny California press, So You Want to Start a Brewery?

has here been revised and updated to include Lagunitas’s establishment of a new brewery in Chicago, set to

open in 2014. So You Want to Start a Brewery? i...

Chicago Review Press
9781613737088
Pub Date: 6/1/17
Ship Date: 6/1/17
$19.99/$23.99 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

480 Pages
-
Carton Qty: 20
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB007000

9 in H | 6 in W | 1 in T | 1.5
lb Wt

The Audacity of Hops
The History of America's Craft Beer Revolution
Tom Acitelli, Tony Magee

Contributor Bio
Tom Acitelli, a 2016 James Beard Award finalist who has written about alcohol for the Wall Street Journal,

the Washington Post, and Bloomberg View, has written the acclaimed histories of beer and wine, Audacity of

Hops and American Wine. Tony Magee is the founder and CEO of the Lagunitas Brewing Company and the

author of So You Want to Start a Brewery?

Summary
Discover the underdog story of how America came to dominate beer stylistically in The Audacity of Hops, the

first book on American craft beer’s history. First published in May 2013, this updated, fully revised edition

offers the most thorough picture yet of one of the most interesting and lucrative culinary trends in the US

since World War II. This portrait includes the titanic mergers and acquisitions, as well as major milestones and

technological advances, that have swept craft beer in just the past few years.

Acitelli weaves the story of American craft beer into the tales of trends such as slow food, the rise of the

Internet, and the rebirth of America's urban areas. The backgrounds of America’s favorite craft brewers, big

and small, are here, including often-forgotten heroes from the movement's earliest days, as well as the

history of homebrewing since Prohibition. Through it all, he paints an unforgettable portrait of plucky

entrepreneurial triumph.

This is the "book for the craft beer nerd who thinks he or she already knows the story" (Los Angeles Times),

an “excellent history”...
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Cognella Press
9781516518555
Pub Date: 5/31/17
$15.95/$20.95 Can./€14.49
EU
Discount Code: SHO
Trade Paperback

142 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB007000

10 in H | 7 in W | 0.4 in T |
0.6 lb Wt

Microbrewing Science
Christopher L. Brown

Contributor Bio
Christopher L. Brown couldn’t have predicted his research and professional work in the endocrinology and

development of larval fishes would segue into a passion for the science of high-quality home-brewing—but it

did. His experience cultivating delicate marine microorganisms provided an ideal foundation for learning how

to grow and nurture yeasts for beer production. After becoming a science-minded brewmaster, Dr. Brown

established and taught an upper-division brewing science course for Florida International University’s School

of Hospitality Management.

Summary
Have you ever dabbled in home-brewing, but your beer didn’t turn out quite right? Or wondered what

scientific factors are behind the awesome flavor of your favorite IPA or kolsch? This book unlocks the secrets

of beer brewing with science!

Microbrewing Science provides easy-to-follow instructions that will have you fermenting homemade beer in no

time, plus the scientific knowledge behind the brewing process that will provide you the confidence and

knowhow to produce tasty, balanced brews like a pro. Infused with science-based tips, tricks, and in-depth

explanations, this book will help you avoid common home-brewing mistakes, so you can create draughts

you’re proud to share with friends and family.

Based on his experience teaching an upper-division university course in brewing science, author and

brewmaster Christopher L. Brown explains in detail the science behind the unique characteristics of various

beer types, the importance of healthy yeast populations, sanitation and bottling, and the magic that occurs

during the fermentation process. You’ll learn how to use advanced, specialized ...

HarperCollins UK
9780008271206
Pub Date: 7/10/18
On Sale Date: 7/10/18
Ship Date: 6/20/18
$9.95/£6.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB007000
Series: Collins Little Books

6 in H | 4.3 in W | 0.6 in T |
0.4 lb Wt

Craft Beer
Dominic Roskrow

Contributor Bio
Dominic Roskrow is consultant editor of Whisky Magazine, and the author of 1001 Whiskies You Must Taste

Before You Die.

Summary
The book includes a description of the very best craft beers in the world. It is completely up-to-date, including

details of new and emerging beers and manufacturers. What’s more, an introduction explores the current craft

beer boom and how brewers are coping with this surge in demand, making this attractive Little Book a great

introduction for anyone looking to learn about the history past and present of craft beer. And also how best to

enjoy it!
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Pavilion
9781911216322
Pub Date: 4/1/18
Ship Date: 4/1/18
$26.95/$33.95 Can./£20.00
UK/€22.99 EU
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

320 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB007000

9.3 in H | 6.3 in W | 1.4 in T
| 2.2 lb Wt

IPA
A Legend in Our Time
Roger Protz

Contributor Bio
Roger Protz is a beer writer with an international following. He has written more than 20 bestselling books

and writes for many magazines, including All About Beer in the US and Beer & Brewer in Australia. He stages

talks and beer tastings and judges around the world, including Friends of the Smithsonian in Washington, D.C.

and the World Beer Festival in Durham, North Carolina. His many awards include lifetime achievement awards

from the British Guild of Beer Writers and the Society of Independent Brewers.

Summary
This is a long-awaited book from Roger Protz, a highly respected authority on beer, on the rebirth of IPA or

India Pale Ale—one of the most popular styles in today’s craft beer revolution. Around the world, young

brewers, with passion, reverence, and commitment, are bringing flavor back to beer after decades of

domination by global giants and their bland products. The book covers the history of IPA, how its popularity

revival started, how IPA is made, and notable IPAs from around the world.

Pavilion
9781862059146
Pub Date: 10/10/12
$23.95/$26.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB007000

9 in H | 8 in W | 0.9 in T |
2.3 lb Wt

Let Me Tell You About Beer
A Beginner's Guide to All Things Brewed
Melissa Cole

Contributor Bio
Melissa Cole is one of the UK's leading beer experts and a respected international beer judge, with more

than a decade of writing, broadcasting, and evangelizing about the world's favorite drink. She regularly joins

up with craft brewers to produce collaboration brews.

Summary
A true beginner's guide written in an unpretentious and easy-to-read manner covers beer and food
matching, and clearly explains beer styles and flavors, with no previous knowledge assumed
Beer is the world's favorite drink, yet too often it's shrouded in mystery, myth, and complex-sounding

terminology. This no-nonsense guide cuts straight through all of it, with simple advice on how to seek out and

enjoy the immense range of flavors offered. The maxim that beer should always be fun runs right through this

book, which covers all the key essentials in a chatty style. It touches on flavors, teaching drinkers how to

explore the tastes they most enjoy and find other similar beers; as well as practical details so they can

choose, buy, serve, and taste beer with confidence. It explains the main styles from around the world—wild

beers, wheat beers, lagers, golden and blonde ales, farmhouse ales, India pale ales (IPAs) and pale ales,

bitters, trappists and abbey beers, barley wines, Scotch ales and old ales, mild ales, porters and stouts, fruit,

field, spice and all things nice, and the lunat...
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Ebury Press
9781785035562
Pub Date: 5/1/18
Ship Date: 5/1/18
$23.95/£14.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB007000

7.5 in H | 6.8 in W | 0.8 in T
| 1.2 lb Wt

London Craft Brewers Beers & Culture
The best breweries, pubs and tap rooms for the best artisan brews
Jonny Garrett, Brad Evans

Contributor Bio
Brad Evans is one half of the Craft Beer Channel duo, and works as an illustrator and designer in Jamie

Oliver’s creative team. He is a freelance illustrator and photographer and worked on the illustrations for Jamie

At Home. Jonny Garrett is one half of the Craft Beer Channel team, and is a former deputy editor of

Jamieoliver.com. As well as being a freelance writer and editor, he also works full time at Cave Direct, a lead

importer of artisan craft beer from Germany, Belgium, and the US.

Summary
Organized around London boroughs from North to South, East to West, every corner is full of hidden gems to

discover. Find new favorite brews with descriptions of the best to taste at each location, and pairings notes to

enjoy alongside food. Meticulously plotted and illustrated maps provide walking tour ideas to create the

ultimate pub-crawl in each area. As well as the beer itself, this guide gives you unique insight into the people

behind the casks, with exclusive interviews and photography that reveal the history and personality behind

each sip. From mango-like IPAs to chocolaty stouts and crisp, puckering sour beers this is the ultimate guide

for craft beer converts and those looking to find off-the-beaten-track tastes and flavors. Whether you’re a

Londoner looking for your new local, or a visitor hoping to navigate the city’s best craft-brewing spots, The

London Craft Beer Guide will provide plenty of inspiration.

Satya House Publications
9781935874300
Pub Date: 4/6/15
On Sale Date: 4/6/15
Ship Date: 10/1/14
$18.95
Discount Code: TRD
Hardcover

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB007000

9.4 in H | 6.3 in W | 0.7 in T
| 1 lb Wt

Beer Terrain
From Field to Glass
Jonathan Cook

Contributor Bio
Jonathan Cook has been brewing beer with homegrown ingredients since 1999, when he and his wife,

Suzanne LePage toured New England brewpubs on their honeymoon. Cook runs the chef's garden at the

historic Salem Cross Inn in West Brookfield, Massachusetts and also operates One Acre Farm, raising chickens,

hops, and berries.

Summary
Beer Terrain reveals the story of the emerging farm-to-glass revolution on the New England and New York

craft brewing scene. Just a few years ago, if a brewery wanted to use local ingredients, they were limited to

what farmers had on hand for other markets, such as honey or fruit. Today, the region fosters numerous

small hop farms as well as several malt houses that use local grain exclusively. As a result, breweries are now

able to capitalize on a growing locavore economy by creating “beer from here.” Small farmers are bucking a

stagnant economy by marketing directly to the public as the growing number of both farms and farmers’

markets demonstrates. The public wants local food, and no drink is more of a meal than the liquid bread in a

pint of beer. In recent years, craft brewing has grown at a 15 percent clip. In 2014, there were 2,700 craft

breweries in the US with another 1,500 in planning. Not since the 1880s have there been so many breweries

throughout the country. As more brewers try to get their brand noticed, the incentive to distinguish one beer

from another increases. Tapp...
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University Press of Southern
Denmark
9788776740689
Pub Date: 12/20/05
$40.00
Discount Code: 20
Trade Paperback

234 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB007000

9.5 in H | 7 in W

Beer and Brewing in Pre-Industrial Denmark
Kristof Glamann, Geoffrey French

Summary
Down through the centuries, beer has remained an essential element in the human diet. Brewing has been a

household art, practiced in town and country alike. This book examines historical beer production in Denmark.

Brewing made use of one of the nation's economically most prominent crops. Some of the main themes of

development during the 19th century are depicted, when large scale brewing was introduced based on

top-fermented beers, improved refrigeration, quality control due to new insight in the laws of nature, as well

as improved quality of barley and other raw materials.

Wilkinson Publishing
9781925265200
Pub Date: 10/1/16
Ship Date: 10/1/16
$16.95/$22.95 Can./£8.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB007000

11.5 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.4 in
T | 1.2 lb Wt

Craft Beer and Food
Jess Lomas, Guy Martin

Contributor Bio
Jess Lomas is the author of Diabetes Recipes, Low Sugar, and Real Food Treats. Guy Martin is a lover of

beer and food, and has traveled around the world to sample specialties in food and drink.

Summary
Craft beer is a return to the true art of brewing; the appreciation of locally produced, the promotion of small

batch production, the resurrection of lost styles and flavors, and the reconnection between brewer and

consumer. The resurgence of micro brewing and the craft beer aesthetic has taken the world by storm in

recent years, providing tasty alternatives to mass-produced lagers. Here 85 world-class craft beers are placed

under the microscope and the renaissance of cans is explored. Go behind the breweries with exclusive Q+As

with two leading brewers, Mikkeller and Mountain Goat, and expand your perception of beer and food pairings

with delicious recipes from chicken to burgers and beer-baked cakes. Includes metric measures.
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CAMRA Books
9781852492359
Pub Date: 11/1/09
$24.95/$27.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

384 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB007000

9 in H | 7.5 in W | 0.9 in T |
2.2 lb Wt

A Beer a Day
366 Beers to Help You Through the Year
Jeff Evans

Contributor Bio
Jeff Evans is an internationally renowned beer writer. He is the author of The Book of Beer Knowledge and

The Good Bottled Beer Guide, a resident beer taster for both All About Beer and Beers of the World

magazines, and was judged "Beer Writer of the Year" by the British Guild of Beer Writers.

Summary
No ordinary collection of must-taste beers, A Beer a Day looks to unearth the links between beer and the

world we live in—our history, traditions, customs, and culture. Readers are guided through the maze of labels,

selecting beers that don't just taste great, but also have a story to tell. The simple page-a-day diary format

includes an easy reference for the beer, its country of origin, the day's date, and its linked event. For each

day, a beer is recommended that draws attention to events that have taken place or that still take place on

that day. From seasonal beers produced to celebrate such occasions as Valentine's Day and Halloween, to

those honoring the good and the great from history, A Beer a Day has a beer for every story and a story for

every beer.

CAMRA Books
9781852493332
Pub Date: 10/1/16
Ship Date: 10/1/16
$17.95/$22.95 Can./£9.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 44
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB007000

7.3 in H | 4.5 in W | 0.6 in T
| 0.5 lb Wt

CAMRA'S Beer Anthology
A Pub Crawl through British Culture
Roger Protz

Contributor Bio
Roger Protz is a campaigner and broadcaster and the author of over 25 books about beer and brewing. As

well as editing CAMRA’s Good Beer Guide, he appears regularly on radio, TV and in the print media, and runs

the Protz on Beer website. In 2004, Roger won a Lifetime Achievement Award from the British Guild of Beer

Writers and in 2015 gained the same honor from the Society of Independent Brewers.

Summary
Roger Protz, in themed chapters and using easily digested quotations, demonstrates how deeply beer and

pubs are woven into the DNA of British culture. The book runs the gamut of culture, from Eastenders to

Dickens, and is ideal for the casual reader looking for beer-based entertainment or for the more studious one

who wants to gather a sense of how Britain’s national drink—and the consumption of it—have been

represented in many media. Selections range from The Winter's Tale to Far from the Madding Crowd to

Dubliners, and many more.
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CAMRA Books
9781852493387
Pub Date: 4/1/17
Ship Date: 4/1/17
$14.95/$18.95 Can./£9.99
UK/€12.49 EU
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB007000

7.5 in H | 4.5 in W | 0.6 in T
| 0.5 lb Wt

CAMRA's Beer Knowledge (3rd Edition)

Essential Wisdom for the Discerning Drinker
Jeff Evans

Contributor Bio
Jeff Evans is the author of more than 20 books in the fields of beer, television and travel, including CAMRA's

So You Want to Be a Beer Expert? and Good Bottled Beer Guide. He also runs the popular Inside Beer

website.

Summary
With this absorbing, pocket-sized book, packed with beer facts, feats, records, stats and anecdotes, you’ll

never be lost for words at the bar again. More than 200 entries cover the serious, the silly and the downright

bizarre from the world of beer, from who's who in Cheers to the essential qualities of real ale. Inside this

pint-sized compendium you’ll find everything from the biggest brewer in the world to the beers with the most

absurd names.

CAMRA Books
9781852493196
Pub Date: 10/1/14
Ship Date: 10/1/14
$24.95/$29.95 Can./£14.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB007000

8.5 in H | 6.5 in W | 1.1 in T
| 1.1 lb Wt

CAMRA's Brew Your Own British Real Ale
Over 100 Recipes to Try
Graham Wheeler

Contributor Bio
Graham Wheeler is the author of Brew Classic European Beers at Home and Home Brewing.

Summary
All of the authoritative advice and instructions of the previous edition in a new hard-wearing, lavishly
illustrated format to better show methods and equipment

Written by a home-brewing authority, this guide includes detailed instructions for both novice and more

advanced home brewers, as well as comprehensive recipes for recreating some of Britain's best-loved beers at

home. Recipes are grouped by beer style, allowing home brewers to recreate popular and classic milds, pale

ales, bitters, stouts, porters, old ales, and barley wines. Full instructions are included for both malt extract

and full-grain brewing while section on brewing methods and equipment helps readers to choose the right

brewing method for them and the right equipment to brew successfully. Includes dual measurements.
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CAMRA Books
9781852492908
Pub Date: 4/1/13
$24.95/$27.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

908 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB007000

9 in H | 5.5 in W | 1.2 in T |
2.2 lb Wt

CAMRA's Good Beer Guide 2013 (40th Edition)

Roger Protz

Contributor Bio
Roger Protz is a journalist, broadcaster, campaigner, and the author of more than 15 books about beer and

brewing, including 300 Beers to Try Before You Die. Twice a winner of the Glenfiddich Drink Writer of the Year

Award, he also won a Lifetime Achievement Award from the British Guild of Beer Writers.

Summary
Now in its 40th year, this guide is fully revised and updated with details of more than 4,500 locations
across the UK serving the best real ale—from country inns to urban-style bars and backstreet
boozers

More than just a pub guide, this is a complete book for beer lovers. Completely independent, with no entry

fees for listings, it is revised and updated yearly by CAMRA's 110,000 members. Along with pub reviews and

information, the guide has a unique Breweries Section which lists more than 600 breweries—micro, regional,

and national—that produce real ale in the UK, and the beers they brew. Pub entries give details of the beers

served, food, pub history, architecture, transportation links, beer gardens, accommodation, disabled access,

and facilities for families. Tasting notes for the beers, compiled by CAMRA-trained tasting teams, are also

included. A full-color, 36-page features section at the front contains informative and interesting articles

relating to beer, pubs, and brewing. The 39th edition was named 2nd in the "Best Beer Book" category at the

Gourmand Cookbook Awards.

CAMRA Books
9781852493318
Pub Date: 4/1/16
Ship Date: 4/1/16
$15.95/$18.95 Can./£8.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

148 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB007000

8 in H | 5 in W | 0.4 in T |
0.5 lb Wt

Cellarmanship (6th Edition)

The Definitive Guide to Storing, Serving and Caring for Cask Ale
Patrick O'Neill

Contributor Bio
Patrick O’Neill has run CAMRA beer festivals and the bar and cellar of a Private Members Club.

Summary
An essential book for professionals in the drinks trade, beer festival organizers, and amateurs wishing to serve

a decent pint. This classic explains all you need to know about cellaring and serving real ale, with

step-by-step instructions, concise information, illuminating anecdotes, and new content on KeyCask, FastCask,

and other recent technologies.
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Souvenir Press
9780285643376
Pub Date: 9/28/16
Ship Date: 9/28/16
$18.95/$25.95 Can./£10.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB007000

7.8 in H | 5 in W | 0.7 in T |
0.5 lb Wt

Down Beer Street
History in a Pint Glass
Mika Rissanen, Juha Tahvanainen, Ruth Urbom

Contributor Bio
Mika Rissanen teaches Latin and History, while Juha Tahvanainen teaches Ancient Greek at the University

of Jyvaskyla. They have previously co-written books on ancient history, and a series of young adult novels set

in Rome. Ruth Urbom has also translated I Am Zlatan by Zlatan Ibrahimovic and David Lagercrantz.

Summary
From the Irish monks who spread brewing techniques, and Christianity, across Europe, to how beer prompted

Martin Luther's Theses, to its role as a sports drink in the Tour de France, Down Beer Street is the history of

the world as seen through a pint glass. Discover the decisive role beer has had in the course of history, how it

is central to many European cultures and customs, how it has inspired art, and even brought armies together

in a cease fire in the midst of a world war. The history of beer stretches back as far as humans have engaged

in agriculture, and it has been a basic food as long as bread. From ancient Mesopotamia to the spread of

Christianity and abbey beers throughout Europe, up to Czechoslovakia's Velvet Revolution and the financial

crisis of 2008, this history of the world has a frothy head.

Amberley Publishing
9781445653167
Pub Date: 4/15/16
$19.95/$26.95 Can./£14.99
UK/€18.99 EU
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 22
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB100000
Series: Brewing

9.3 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.3 in T
| 0.7 lb Wt

Brewing in Britain
An Illustrated History
Ken Smith, The Brewery History Society

Contributor Bio
The Brewery History Society was founded in April 1972 to bring together people with a common interest in

the history of brewing, to stimulate research and to encourage the interchange of information.

Summary
The story of beer and brewing in Britain is a diverse tale. Like a deep, amber ale, the development of the

brewing industry is rich and full of depth. The history of brewing in Britain is a cornerstone of the country’s

culture. Dating back to the Domesday Book, where more breweries were recorded than wineries, through to

the glory days of the Victorians, the industry and the popularity of brewing in Britain has sky-rocketed in the

past twenty years with the rise of the micro-brewer. Proving that real ale will never die, the huge number of

small craft brewers across Britain show that demand for the industry is still high. In this illustrated book, the

Brewery History Society divulge images from their extensive archive to tell the intriguing story of the growth

of this significant industry. First setting the scene with the foundation of Sumerian brewing, detailed chapters

look at the development of the industry during the medieval period through to the Victorians and the modern

brewers of today. Filled with anecdotes and interesting facts, they explore the history of the industry and i...
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Upstart Press
9781927262153
Pub Date: 11/1/15
Ship Date: 6/1/15
$29.95/$35.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
History  /  Social History
HIS054000

11.8 in H | 8.3 in W | 0.8 in
T | 2.5 lb Wt

The The Spectacular and Utterly True History of Tui
James Griffin

Contributor Bio
James Griffin was one half of the creative pair behind Outrageous Fortune, which won him the Air New

Zealand Screen Award for Best Script Drama/Comedy in 2007 and the award for Best Script at the 2007

Qantas Television Awards. James also co-wrote the 2006 blockbuster hit Sione’s Wedding with Oscar Kightley.

He is currently Head Writer at South Pacific Pictures, and writes a weekly column for Canvas magazine.

Summary
Tui, the little beer that did. This is the story of 125 years of brewing, ever since a guy by the name of Henry

Wagstaff made the mental leap between having the best cup of tea he’d ever tasted, made with water from

the Mangatainoka River, to thinking he should start a brewery there, deep in the middle of nowhere. From

Henry’s rowdy early days to today, with the iconic "Yeah, Right" billboards, the Tui girls, and people in orange

shirts smashing into each other trying to catch a cricket ball, this is the story of a company and a brew not

scared to follow its own path. Tui is the beer with a philosophy of not taking anything, especially authority, too

seriously. This is also the story of a small brand that, thanks to this philosophy, outgrew its regional roots to

become a national player in a market that does love a beer or two. Tui is, in this sense, a classic Kiwi success

story.

Freizeit Publishers
9780962855542
Pub Date: 5/15/15
Ship Date: 5/15/15
$19.95/$23.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

252 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Travel  /  Europe
TRV009060

8.5 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.7 in T
| 0.8 lb Wt

The Beer Drinker's Guide to Munich (7th Edition)

Larry Hawthorne

Contributor Bio
Larry Hawthorne is a journalist who has spent many years living, working, and traveling in Europe. He has

previously written a series of articles on German beer and culture and he frequently contributes to The Beer

Connoisseur magazine. He lives in Henderson, Nevada.

Summary
With this updated guide to the best watering holes in the beer-drinking capital of the world, travelers can

drink in all of the atmosphere, history, and beer that Munich has to offer. More than 70 of Munich's best beer

gardens, beer halls, pubs, and late-night hot spots are listed in detail. The colorful histories behind them are

included, along with a completely revised Munich transport map and instructions on how to locate each must

see destination. A special chapter on Oktoberfest and other beer festivals makes this guide as practical as it is

entertaining. Its wisdom will make any trip to Beer City a truly unforgettable experience. With the enclosed

beer coupons, from some of Munich's most prized beer gardens, this edition pays for itself.
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CAMRA Books
9781852493448
Pub Date: 12/1/17
Ship Date: 12/1/17
$24.95/$33.95 Can./£15.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

1032 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Travel  /  Europe
TRV009070

9 in H | 5.5 in W | 1.4 in T |
2.5 lb Wt

CAMRA's Good Beer Guide 2018 (45th Edition)

Roger Protz

Contributor Bio
Roger Protz is a campaigner, broadcaster and the author of 300 Beers to Try Before You Die!. He appears

regularly on radio and TV, and contributes to the Guardian and www.beer-pages.com. In 2015, he gained a

Lifetime Achievement Award from the Society of Independent Brewers (SIBA).

Summary
The Good Beer Guide is completely independent, with listings based entirely on evaluation by CAMRA

members. The unique breweries section lists every brewery—micro, regional and national—that produces real

ale in the UK, and their beers. Tasting notes for the beers, compiled by CAMRA-trained tasting teams, are also

included. This is the complete book for beer lovers and for anyone wanting to experience the UK’s finest pubs.

CAMRA Books
9781852493288
Pub Date: 4/1/16
Ship Date: 4/1/16
$24.95/$29.95 Can./£12.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Travel  /  Food, Lodging &
Transportation
TRV022000

8.5 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.6 in T
| 0.8 lb Wt

101 Beer Days Out
Tim Hampson

Contributor Bio
Tim Hampson is the author of The Beer Book and Great Beers: The Best from Around the World. He is the

chairman of the British Guild of Beer Writers, and his work has appeared in American Brewer and Food &

Travel magazine.

Summary
Britain has a huge variety of beer experiences for visitors to explore. This book brings together the very best

events, activities and places to visit around the country, all with real ale at their heart. It's ordered

geographically so you can easily find a beer day out wherever you are, and includes full visitor information

and maps. The venue listings include detailed information on opening hours, local landmarks, public transport

links, entry fees, local accommodation, and other nearby attractions, to make planning quick and easy.
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CAMRA Books
9781852492656
Pub Date: 5/1/12
$23.95/$26.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

296 Pages
Carton Qty: 22
Travel  /  Europe
TRV009070

6.5 in H | 8 in W | 0.8 in T |
1.3 lb Wt

Great British Pubs
Adrian Tierney-Jones

Contributor Bio
Adrian Tierney-Jones is the editor of 1001 Beers You Must Taste Before You Die. He received the 2006

Silver Award from the British Guild of Beer Writers and his work has appeared in Beers of the World, Brewers

Guardian, and the Daily Telegraph.

Summary
A practical guide that takes readers around the very best public houses in Britain and celebrates the
pub as a national institution
Every kind of British pub is represented in these pages, with fully illustrated categorized listings featuring a

host of excellent watering holes from the seaside to the city, and from the historic to the ultra-modern. Pubs

are divided into more than 20 categories, such as family pubs, brew pubs, city pubs, and country pubs, so

travelers can quickly find the establishment that fits their needs. Articles on beer brewing, cider making,

classic pub food recipes, and traditional pub games are included to help the reader fully understand what

makes a pub great. Full address details and opening hours are provided, giving all travelers the information

needed to get out and visit plenty of great British pubs.

Board and Bench Publishing
9781935879039
Pub Date: 7/1/19
On Sale Date: 7/1/19
$24.95
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

136 Pages
Carton Qty: 28
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

11 in H | 9 in W

The Champagne Lover's Cookbook
Malcolm Hebert

Contributor Bio
Malcolm Hebert was a legend in the California cuisine, known for infusing the "nouveau monde" movement

with the principles and practices of French cooking.

Summary
In the words of legendary food and wine writer chef Malcolm Hebert, "Champagne is like sequined lingerie for

the mouth." Here he takes up this most seductive of drinks, and like an alchemist, turns it into simple,

approachable dishes, like caesar salad. This one-of-a-kind cookbook makes sparkling wine a main ingredient

in appetizers, soups, salads, main courses, and desserts. Lots of desserts. And of course no Champagne

cookbook would be complete without cocktails and punches.
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Crowood Press
9781785000157
Pub Date: 6/1/16
Ship Date: 6/1/16
$26.95/$29.95 Can./£12.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 55
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB100000

9 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.3 in T |
0.7 lb Wt

Craft Cider Making (3rd Edition)

Third Edition
Andrew Lea

Contributor Bio
Andrew Lea is a retired food biochemist who spent 13 years at the National Fruit and Cider Institute. He has

been a prize-winning hobby cider maker with his own small orchard.

Summary
Fully revised and updated, this guide offers step-by-step instruction for small scale cider making. It retains

the best of traditional practice but also draws on modern understanding of orcharding and fermentation

science. Primarily for small scale makers ranging from a couple of apple trees to several acres of orchard, and

hoping to make between 10 and 10,000 liters, it includes instructions on how to make still, dry cider;

sparkling, sweetened, blended, and keeved versions; and unfermented apple juice, cider vinegar, and perry.

Board and Bench Publishing
9781935879046
Pub Date: 6/3/19
On Sale Date: 6/3/19
$14.95
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

246 Pages
Carton Qty: 50
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB006000

9 in H | 5.5 in W

The Postmodern Bartender
Hayden Wood

Contributor Bio
World champion flair bartender Hayden Wood has made drinks for Oprah on her daytime show and was the

warm-up act for three years running on Guy Fieri’s Knuckle Sandwich food show tour. He lives in Sydney,

Australia.

Summary
Find a new favorite drink in this bartender's guide that offers a novel approach to the simple cocktail.

Organized by flavor profiles, this volume explores the range of possible mixed drinks based on personal

tastes. Over 1,000 recipes, from the simple to the fresh squeezed, from the classic to the trending, are all

detailed here. Also profiled are beers, whiskeys, sakes, and more. Written by famed Australian drinksmith

Hayden Wood, there is also plenty of good barkeeping advice, instructions and illustrations for flair pouring,

and a short literary supplement of Bukowskiesque, true-to-life stories from bartenders around the world.
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Cadillac Press
9780964201972
Pub Date: 4/1/08
$19.95/$16.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 48
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB006000

8.5 in H | 5.3 in W | 0.4 in T
| 0.5 lb Wt

Bartending Inside-Out (3rd Edition)

The Guide to Profession, Profit & Fun
Lori Marcus

Contributor Bio
Lori Marcus, a former restaurateur, has been a professional mixologist for more than 20 years. She lives in

Crystal Bay, Nevada.

Summary
This concise reference offers those who have chosen bartending as their primary profession—as well as those

who bartend part-time—the tools to achieve success. In addition to teaching the basics—how to pour; the

differences between the vast array of gins, scotches, tequilas, and vodkas; how beer, wine, and spirits are

made; and which glassware to use for each beverage—the guide provides critical information on the nuts and

bolts of customer service, checking IDs, dealing with intoxicated customers, tipping, and inspiring a bar crew

to work as a team. Including a glossary of common bar terms and recipes for more than 125 cocktails this

third edition features updates in bartending practices and expanded coverage of the myriad tequilas, beers,

and ales in vogue.

British Library Publishing
9780712356909
Pub Date: 1/1/18
Ship Date: 1/1/18
$14.95/$16.95 Can./£8.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

80 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB006000

8 in H | 5 in W | 0.6 in T |
0.6 lb Wt

The Cocktail Book
Anonymous

Contributor Bio
Nothing is known about the author.

Summary
The Cocktail Book, first published in 1900, is the earliest book devoted purely to the art of the cocktail. For 30

years, including during Prohibition, it was a staple of well-stocked bars, although originals are now extremely

rare. This collection, in a beautiful new edition, allows a modern audience to rediscover the joy of classic

cocktails, with early recipes for the Whisky Sour, Mint Julep, Manhattan, and many more. The Cocktail Book

was published at the precise time that the modern cocktail found true success, and is both a connoisseur’s

curiosity and a practical guide to mixing classic drinks at home.
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Korero Press
9780993337444
Pub Date: 4/1/19
On Sale Date: 4/1/19
$37.95
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

272 Pages
Carton Qty: 14
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB006000

9.3 in H | 7.5 in W | 1 in T |
2.2 lb Wt

The Home Bar Guide to Tropical Cocktails
A Spirited Journey Through Suburbia’s Hidden Tiki Temples
Tom Morgan, Kelly Reilly, Sven A. Kirsten, Tiki To...

Contributor Bio
Tom Morgan teaches film, screenwriting and public speaking. He lives in the West Hills of Southern

California’s San Fernando Valley. Kelly Reilly is a mixologist and bartender. At the famous Tonga Hut in North

Hollywood, she was instrumental in revamping their cocktail menu and helping to organize their Loyal Order

of the Drooling Bastard program. She lives in Los Angeles.

A user-friendly home guide with fresh and easily sourced ingredients, paired with a look at the Tiki
scene

Summary
Come and explore suburbia’s hidden tiki temples with Kelly and Tom. Sample over 150 of their original

tropical cocktails!

These drinks chronicle their time spent bartending at home tiki bars during the rise of the craft cocktail

revolution, among them Kirby's Rumpus Room, which hosted weekly parties for many years. Included are riffs

on tropical classics and original concoctions crowd-tested at home bars across the U.S. You’ll also find recipes

for home-made syrups, including ancho chilli, lemongrass, sesame, hibiscus, and more.

Sven Kirsten—the authority behind The Book of Tiki—provides the Foreword. The book features full-page

cocktail photos and glamour shots of some of the coolest home tiki bars around. Additionally, you’ll find lavish

illustrations by Tiki Tony, chapter heading illustrations by Jake Geiger—a tiki aficionado and game designer for

such hits as Guitar Hero and Call of Duty—and select featured art by Doug Horne, who is a true lowbrow

Leonardo familiar to the tiki scene.

This guide is proof that you don't have to go very far to sample the best tropical drinks in town. ...

New Holland Publishers
9781741108545
Pub Date: 9/1/09
$19.95/$23.50 Can./£14.99
UK
Discount Code: TRD
Hardcover

160 Pages
color photographs
Carton Qty: 20
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

8.9 in H | 8.1 in W | 0.6 in T
| 1.5 lb Wt

Legless
desserts to get you in the spirit
Kylie Banning

Contributor Bio
As a young adult she discovered a passion for traveling and for five years traveled around the world.

Spending her time in Europe, Asia, Canada, America and the Middle East. During her travels she worked in a

range of positions including managing a busy London nightclub and bar-tendering in Japan. Her ice-cream

cocktails were discovered in a bar in Turkey.

Summary
Grab the keys to the liquor cabinet and unlock the best secrets in decadent deserts laced with liqueur!Have

you ever hosted a dinner party and found the desserts left behind or un-touched? Legless will change that. It

is the ultimate cookbook, with a wicked selection of recipes made from your favorite spirits and

liquors.Compiled completely of desserts including liqueurs and spirits, Legless features an array of fresh and

feisty desserts with an extra kick in them.Recipes include:. Blackberry and Lychee Shots. Vanilla and

Frangelico Mousse Shots. Baileys-infused strawberries. Chocolate and fruit fondue. Strawberry and

Blackcurrant Triffle. Chocolate Bread and Butter Pudding. Pear and Chambord Crumble. Creamy Butterscotch

Ice-cream. Creamy Baileys Irish Cream Ice-cream. Mixed Berry Cheesecake. Swiss Chocolate Ice-cream. Pina

Colada Sorbet. Chocolate GateauLiven up your dining table with a Baileys Cheesecake or a Tia Maria Log.

Foolproof step-by-step instructions and sumptuous photographs will transform every dinner party into an

event to be lingered over.
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New Holland Publishers
9781742579412
Pub Date: 8/1/17
$19.99/£12.99 UK
Discount Code: TRD
Hardcover

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

7.6 in H | 5.7 in W | 0.7 in T
| 0.8 lb Wt

The Margarita Guide
Steve Quirk

Contributor Bio
Steve Quirk took an interest in cocktails when serving in the navy. He found himself experimenting with all

types of spirits and liqueurs and creating his own recipes to share with his friends and family. He began to

compile as many recipes as he could and his hobby soon became an obsession. This is his third book after the

successful Cocktail Bible (2010), which had more than 4,000 recipes.

Summary
The Margarita Guide features a wide range of cocktails which will add a twist to any home or party.

Inspirational photographs and simple-to-follow recipes introduce a wide range of margaritas from
basic mixers to exotic creations.

In addition to traditional tequila-based recipes there are unique vodka and rum based variations as
well.

The Margarita Guide is the complete guide to great-tasting margaritas.

Pavilion
9781862059061
Pub Date: 10/1/12
$22.95/$25.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

9 in H | 7.5 in W | 0.8 in T |
1.5 lb Wt

Cocktails with Bompas & Parr
Sam Bompas, Harry Parr

Contributor Bio
Sam Bompas and Harry Parr have blurred the boundaries between art and food since founding their

company in 2007, by exhibiting at the Barbican, San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, and Salone Del Mobile;

designing jellies with some of the world's leading architects; and inventing the world's first flavor-changing

chewing gum. They have made custom jellies for Heston Blumenthal and Gordon Ramsay.

Summary
An adventurous journey through the wonderful world of cocktails, aiming to demystify the
concoctions and help readers make their own drinks from whatever they have on hand
Already featured in the New York Times and on the Martha Stewart Show for giving jelly a 21st-century

makeover, the boys at Bompas & Parr now focus their attention on the perennially popular cocktail—but of

course with an extra-special twist. Sam and Harry take readers on a roller coaster journey through the

wonderful world of fizzes, smashes, juleps, shrubs, and fixes. Classics, new kids on the block, and crazy

concoctions are all to be expected, but the boys also provide advice on the all-important presentation, the

ingredients, getting the ice just right, and of course how to host a show-stopping event. Veterans of

successful alcoholic adventures such as Alcoholic Architecture (a walk-in cloud of breathable gin and tonic)

and the Architectural Punchbowl (a Robert Adam building flooded with four tons of Courvoisier Punch—enough

for 25,000 people), Bompas and Parr are perfectly placed to teach readers how to creat...
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Pavilion
9781911216148
Pub Date: 4/1/18
Ship Date: 4/1/18
$23.95/$31.95 Can./£16.99
UK/€17.49 EU
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

9.3 in H | 7.5 in W | 0.8 in T
| 1.7 lb Wt

The Cocktail Guy
Infusions, Distillations and Innovative Combinations
Rich Woods

Contributor Bio
Rich Woods's signature style and cutting-edge cocktails combine to make him one of the world’s most

exciting bartenders. As Global Head of Drink Development for Orange Brands Management, Rich oversees the

development of ever-changing drinks programs across the globe, as well as creating new brands and products

for the group. His flavor-pushing creations can be seen in SUSHISAMBA in London, New York, Miami Beach,

and Las Vegas, and Duck and Waffle in London.

Summary
At the forefront of the mixology revolution, Rich has been garnering fans and accolades through his creative

reinventions of classic cocktails and exciting new drinks, all served with his signature innovative flair. In this,

his first book, Rich unlocks the secrets of making creative cocktails at home, from mastering classic

techniques, to flavoring alcohol through simple infusions and more complex distillations and making your own

home-made bitters from herbs, spices, fruits, and roots. At the center of Rich’s creative process is an

understanding and exploration of flavor; from the way it unravels on the palate to new and unique

combinations that are designed to surprise and delight. Including 70 drink recipes, and key information on

tools and techniques and infusing and distilling to imbue your drinks with maximum flavor, this is the ultimate

guide to modern cocktailing for the home bartender.

Random House UK
9780224095679
Pub Date: 4/1/14
On Sale Date: 5/6/13
$24.95/$24.99 Can./£12.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000
Territory: Canada only

8 in H | 5 in W | 0.9 in T |
0.7 lb Wt

The Power of Positive Drinking
Cleo Rocos

Contributor Bio
Cleo Rocos is an actor, producer, and writer who has spent a lifetime partying with the best of them, as a

host of bon viveurs from Elizabeth Taylor to Princess Diana to Jack Nicholson would attest. She is also an

international spirits judge, with her own premium brand of tequila.

Summary
Drink without the downsides—12 simple lessons on how to be the life of the party without falling
over, getting a hangover, or gaining weight
This is not a guide on how to get drunk, but rather a guide to drinking well and thoroughly enjoying yourself.

Drinking has a bad reputation in some quarters, but that's largely because we don’t drink properly, as we

have not yet been initiated in the art of drinking well. Most of us know plenty about healthy eating, but next

to nothing about healthy drinking. This book is a master class on how to imbibe successfully, on how to reach

that delicious level of intoxication where you and your fellow drinkers blossom into the favorite version of

yourselves, and stay there. It explains how to ensure that every drinking occasion snowballs into a glorious

and triumphant event. The finest hints and tips on stylish drinking are gleaned from seasoned and successful

drinkers around the globe, including failsafe recipes for some of the world's greatest snifters—martini recipes,

margarita recipes, mojitos, and cosmopolitans—along with a few of the author's ow...
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Peter Owen Publishers
9780720620160
Pub Date: 5/1/16
Ship Date: 5/1/16
$19.95/$23.95 Can./£12.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB006000

8 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.8 in T |
0.9 lb Wt

One For My Baby
A Sinatra Cocktail Companion
Tom Smith

Contributor Bio
Tom Smith performed throughout the 1980s with cult bands The Fire Hydrant Men and Cas Carnaby Five and

was front man for Gee Mr. Tracy. In 2000, after a dozen years as a label manager for independent record

labels he became a freelance writer. He has written biographies of Blondie and The Ramones and written

regularly on music. His artwork has appeared on various posters, album and single covers and his 2011

exhibition Jockey Full of Bourbon centered around paintings of Frank Sinatra, Elvis and Tom Waits. Earlier this

year he exhibited with his wife Helen under the joint title The Smiths.

Summary
The book introduces us to Sinatra's life and art seen from an unconventional point of view: Ol’ Blue Eyes’

prodigious appetite for alcohol. Drinking was an integral part of his character, his lifestyle and (by extension)

his creative output. This book also functions as a practical cocktail manual, containing more than 30 detailed

recipes for preparing and presenting fancy drinks he was known to enjoy himself; as well as providing

information on some of Sinatra’s own personal drinking lore and some of the traditions he followed or

inspired. There are also accounts of some of his favorite watering holes (from legendary saloons such as Toots

Shor’s and Jilly’s to Villa Capri or Monte’s Venetian Room), profiles of famous drinking buddies (such as

Humphrey Bogart or Mike Romanoff) and a selection of drinking stories. The book begins with an essay

looking at the role drink played throughout his life and ends with a consideration of his most enduring

persona—The Last Saloon Singer. In between there are chapters on Classic Bourbon drinks, the Martini, Exotic

Booze, Hangover Remedies and The ...

The History Press
9780750956314
Pub Date: 9/1/14
Ship Date: 9/1/14
$17.95/$21.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000
Series: Duchess of
Northumberland

7 in H | 4.5 in W | 0.5 in T |
0.4 lb Wt

Little Book of Cocktails, Cordials and Elixirs
The Duchess of Northumberland

Contributor Bio
The Duchess of Northumberland is the mistress of Alnwick Castle and the author of The Duchess of

Northumberland’s Little Book of Jams, Jellies and Preserves, The Duchess of Northumberland’s Little Book of

Poisons, Potions and Aphrodisiacs, and The Poison Diaries.

Summary
Featuring some of the oldest recipes for cocktails and cordials ever recorded, this gift book combines
cocktail making and history
Combining the fascinating archive of the first Duchess of Northumberland with the expertise of the present

Duchess and creator of the famous Poison Garden at Alnwick Castle, Jane, this unique compilation of historical

cocktails, cordials, and elixirs has been taken from the vast store of letters and papers in the Alnwick archive.

They reveal delicious recipes for cocktails, cordials, and elixirs long forgotten, including Rhubarb Champagne,

Alnwick Rum, Hot Gin, and Aphrodisiac Elixir. The collection is brought fully up to date by the present Duchess

of Northumberland with the inclusion of her famous Deadly Jane cocktail.
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The History Press
9780750985918
Pub Date: 7/1/18
Ship Date: 5/1/18
$14.95/$19.95 Can./£9.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

7.8 in H | 5 in W | 0.6 in T |
0.5 lb Wt

Slippery Tipples
A Guide to Weird & and Wonderful Spirits & Liqueurs
Joseph Piercy

Contributor Bio
Post-university, Joseph Piercy embarked upon a journey which took him to various parts of the world in an

honest attempt to avoid anything faintly resembling a proper job. He has enjoyed an occasional drink or two

along the road.

Summary
From European favorites such as Mastichato Chios, which saved 2,000 Greeks from a bloody massacre at the

hands of vengeful Turks, to legendary drinks such as Amarula, invented by African elephants; from classic

cocktail ingredients like Midori, the bright green Japanese melon drink launched at the wrap party for

Saturday Night Fever at Studio 54, to student stalwart Jagermeister, dreamt up by a confidant of Herman

Goring and hugely popular among senior Nazis, Slippery Tipples tells the stories behind the world's most

extraordinary drinks. Alongside a country-by-country guide to murky and mysterious booze and dozens of

cocktail recipes is a series of easy to follow recipes for making your own liqueurs and spirits. If you would like

to concoct your own fruit brandies or make a drop of traditional full-strength Pimms then this is the book for

you.

Board and Bench Publishing
9780975212394
Pub Date: 8/1/08
$34.95/$46.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

360 Pages
Carton Qty: 8
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB006000

10 in H | 8 in W | 1.5 in T |
3.8 lb Wt

Woody's Liquid Kitchen
Over 200 Delicious Drink Recipes
Hayden Wood

Contributor Bio
Hayden Wood is an award-winning professional bartender and the author of the bestseller Groovy Drinks. He

is the owner of Liquid Kitchen, a school for at-home bartenders.

Summary
Hayden Wood, a world champion bartender and bestselling drink recipe author, brings his novel approach to

the humble cocktail with his newest contribution to the subject. Many of the concoctions here are his own

creation, while other are classics cocktails with a Woody twist.
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evenSO Press, LLC
9780988273948
Pub Date: 11/1/13
$12.95/$12.95 Can.
Discount Code: SPT
Trade Paperback

120 Pages
Carton Qty: 70
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB006000
Series: Thirsty Jane Guides

8.5 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.3 in T
| 0.5 lb Wt

12 Happy Hours
J. K. O'Hanlon

Contributor Bio
J. K. O'Hanlon is a former corporate lawyer who became an expert at mixing the perfect cocktail. Also known

as "Thirsty Jane," she is a frequent guest on television and radio where she shares easy-to-make cocktail

recipes with the audience. She lives in Leawood, Kansas.

Summary
Cocktail guru J. K. O'Hanlon (known as "Thirsty Jane") guides would-be entertainers through an entire year of

in-home happy hours, all of which are easy on both the hostess and the pocketbook. Jane's no-nonsense but

always-classy approach from her earlier recipes is now applied to both drink and food. Each of the 12

chapters delivers a simple game plan for a happy hour: three easy-to-mix cocktails, ideally suited for the

season; three appetizers guaranteed to not burden or become leftovers; and a tried-and-true entertaining tip

to liven up the party and help the hostess enjoy it more. The book explains how to plan, prepare, and

produce the perfect happy hour, with none of the usual stress and all of the memories.

evenSO Press, LLC
9780988273917
Pub Date: 11/1/12
$12.95/$12.95 Can.
Discount Code: SPT
Trade Paperback

124 Pages
Carton Qty: 72
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB006000

8.5 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.3 in T
| 0.6 lb Wt

3 Ingredient Cocktails
J. K. O'Hanlon

Contributor Bio
J. K. O'Hanlon is a former corporate lawyer who became an expert at mixing the perfect cocktail. Also known

as "Thirsty Jane," she is a frequent guest on television and radio where she shares easy to make cocktail

recipes with the audience. She lives in Leawood, Kansas.

Summary
With only three ingredients to wrangle, even the most hesitant beginner will start shaking in this quick but

comprehensive guidebook. Whether intimidated by the vast number of recipes out there or the long lists of

special-order ingredients, aspiring but reluctant mixologists can learn to craft a variety of cocktails with ease.

In the process, they will master how to stock a home bar without gutting the bank account. Recipes include

five simple and delicious cocktails from each of the booze categories (gin, tequila, rum, vodka, whiskey, plus

the "whatnots"), supported by the history and distinctive characteristics of each liquor type. A few basic and

not-so-basic techniques for mixing and serving cocktails round out the useful information, including a steady

and humorous supply of booze-related factoids worthy of showing off at a cocktail party. Perfect for anyone

interested in mixing a drink or appreciating the finished product, this book is a must-have for anyone setting

up their first home or bar.
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New Holland Publishers
9781742573922
Pub Date: 10/1/13
On Sale Date: 10/1/13
$14.99/£9.99 UK/€11.99 EU
Discount Code: TRD
Hardcover

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB006000
Series: Funky Series

7.6 in H | 6.1 in W | 0.9 in T
| 1.2 lb Wt

Cocktails
New Holland Publishers

Summary
Learn how to create the perfect drink for every occasion. Never made a cocktail? Don't stress, cocktail making

is simpler than it looks and you don't need a mixology course to master the art of mixing drinks with style

and confidence.

New Holland Publishers
9781742574806
Pub Date: 3/3/14
On Sale Date: 3/3/14
$24.99
Discount Code: TRD
Hardcover

320 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB006000
Series: Retro

9.1 in H | 7.7 in W | 1.2 in T
| 2.4 lb Wt

Cocktails
Shaken & Stirred
New Holland Publishers

Summary
Learn how to create the perfect drink for every occasion. Never made a cocktail? Don't stress, cocktail making

is simpler than it looks and you don't need a mixology course to master the art of mixing drinks with style

and confidence.
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New Holland Publishers
9781742576497
Pub Date: 3/2/15
$7.99/£4.99 UK/€5.99 EU
Discount Code: TRD
Hardcover

150 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB008000

5.3 in H | 4.2 in W | 0.8 in T
| 0.5 lb Wt

Shopping Recipe Notes: Coolest Cocktails
Lorena Susak

Summary
Don’t waste time writing your recipe ingredients on a separate list. Simply tear your recipe out and take it

with you to the supermarket.

These cute Shopping Recipe Notes include 3 copies each of 50 classic, must-have recipes. Tear out your

favorite next time you go to the supermarket and you will still have 2 copies left for another time.

150 pages altogether, in a compact 4" X 5" magnetic notebook.

Korero Press
9780957664913
Pub Date: 8/1/14
Ship Date: 8/1/14
$22.95/$27.95 Can./£14.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

112 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB008000

8 in H | 8 in W | 0.7 in T |
1.3 lb Wt

Kiddie Cocktails
Stuart Sandler, Derek Yaniger, Charles Phoenix

Contributor Bio
Stuart Sandler has created more than 500 original typefaces and established a reputation as the premier

retro display font designer. In 2004, he launched Mister Retro, offering retro design software products to

complement his typefaces. He lives in Eau Claire, Wisconsin. Derek Yaniger publishes in such magazines as

Atomic, Barracuda, and Car Kulture Deluxe and does prints for shows such as Hukilau, Tiki Oasis, and the

Wild Weekend. He has been commissioned to create art for such clients Shag, Elvira, and Pixar director Lee

Unkrich. His work was collected in Wildsville: The Art of Derek Yaniger. He lives in Atlanta, Georgia.

Self-proclaimed "retro daddy" Charles Phoenix is a performer, humorist, chef, and author. In his live shows,

media appearances, and books, which include Americana the Beautiful and Southern Californialand, he

explores America's classic and kitschy pop cultural past and present. He has appeared on TV with Conan

O'Brien and Martha Stewart and is often heard on NPR. He lives in Los Angeles.

Summary
A hip retro-styled visual guide to the ultimate collection of nonalcoholic drink recipes

Calling vintage lifestyle, cooking, and entertaining enthusiasts of all ages—here is the coolest collection of

vintage cocktails, minus the hooch! From the standard Shirley Temple to Cotton Candy, Bahama Mama, and

Cactus Juice, this book discusses the appropriate bar equipment, glassware, garnishes, and technique. In

addition to hip drinks, the book is filled with recommendations for throwing a swingin' kiddie cocktail party

complete with classic punchbowl recipes, party favors, music, and of course a few tasty snack suggestions.

The entire book is lavishly illustrated by the internationally renowned artist Derek Yaniger.
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New Holland Publishers
9781742575995
Pub Date: 12/1/14
$24.99/£16.99 UK/€20.49
EU
Discount Code: TRD
Hardcover

320 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB006000

9.8 in H | 7.6 in W | 1.1 in T
| 2.5 lb Wt

Mix It Up - with Cocktails & Light Bites
Grant Collins, Sue Stubbs

Contributor Bio
Grant Collins started his bar career in the early 1990's and has worked in many of the world's top bars.

Along the way he has won many awards for his cutting edge cocktals and bartending including Bar Manager of

the Year, Cocktail List of the Year and Cockail Bar of the Year Grant also consults for cocktail bars in the USA,

Bali, Japan and Hongkong.

The authors detail the history of alcohol and cocktail making and give some insightful information on the

origins of some best-loved favourite cocktails.

It also covers authoritive advise for mixologist who specialise in cocktail and drinking making.

It goes through glasses, techniques, flavours and c...

Summary
The authors detail the history of alcohol and cocktail making and give some insightful information on the

origins of some best-loved favourite cocktails.

It also covers authoritive advise for mixologist who specialise in cocktail and drinking making.

It goes through glasses, techniques, flavours and combinations as well as tips and hints for challenging your

bar skills.

As well as displaying the cocktails in gorgeous color photographs throughout, this book also features recipes

for the nibbles and canapes that go best with them.

From sliders to pork belly nibbles this book has great tapas included of recipes that suit finger style eating

while enjoying your favourite drink.

New Holland Publishers
9781742577746
Pub Date: 3/15/16
$24.99/£16.99 UK/€20.49
EU
Discount Code: TRD
Hardcover

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

8 in H | 7.2 in W | 1 in T |
1.8 lb Wt

X-Rated Cocktails
Steve Quirk

Contributor Bio
Steve Quirk took an interest in cocktails when serving in the navy. He found himself experimenting with all

types of spirits and liqueurs and creating his own recipes to share with his friends and family. He began to

compile as many recipes as he could and his hobby soon became an obsession. This is his third book after the

successful Cocktail Bible (2010), which had more than 4,000 recipes.

Summary
This book has been designed for the purpose of providing an extensive range of adult X-Rated cocktails.

Each recipe is provided with clear and uncomplicated directions, ensuring that anybody who has never had the

experience of creating a cocktail will be able to do so with ease.

From Sex On The Beach to Between the Sheets, Slow and Comfortable Screw and Blow Job, there are 269

X-Rated recipes of cocktails and mixed drinks at your finger tips to select from in this book, ensuring that you

should be able to find a drink to satisfy you and your partner’s desires.
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Monash University Publishing
9780980651287
Pub Date: 3/25/11
$34.95/£21.99 UK
Discount Code: 20
Trade Paperback

252 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

9 in H | 6 in W | 0.6 in T |
0.9 lb Wt

Smashed!
The Many Meanings of Intoxication and Drunkenness
Peter Kelly, Jenny Advocat, Lyn Harrison, Christop...

Summary
Everyone is aware of intoxication and drunkenness - what they look like, how to define and measure them,

and what their consequences are. A whole variety of concerns - about young people, public health, road

safety, sexual assault, and violence - are connected to these taken-for-granted understandings of intoxication

and drunkenness. Drawing on an extensive review of research from biomedicine, psychology, sociology, legal

studies, and news media reporting, Smashed! reveals a far more complex picture. This is a picture marked by

little agreement on how to define intoxication and drunkenness, how to measure intoxication, what getting

drunk means to those who drink (young people, men, women, and individuals from different cultural and

national backgrounds). The book also examines the individual, social, medical, and legal consequences of

intoxication and drunkenness. Smashed! presents an overview of the history of these concerns and an

extensive account of the many meanings of intoxication and drunkenness at the start of the 21st century. It

provides a valuable resource for researchers,...

Random House UK
9780224101189
Pub Date: 10/1/16
Ship Date: 10/1/16
$30.95/£16.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

320 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB006000

8 in H | 5.8 in W | 1.2 in T |
1.4 lb Wt

The Spirits
A Guide to Modern Cocktailing
Richard Godwin

Contributor Bio
Richard Godwin is a journalist and weekly columnist at the Evening Standard. He has a blog called The

Spirits and he was a co-writer of The Breakfast Bible.

Summary
Of all the skills you might acquire in life, the ability to make a good cocktail will never be a waste of time. No

lover will complain when you present them with a well-iced Negroni as they walk through your door; no

house-guest will complain about a round of Gin Sours. ‘To cocktail’ was coined as a verb by F. Scott Fitzgerald

in 1928. This guide embodies that Golden Age spirit while giving it a thoroughly modern makeover. Expressly

structured for the amateur, it will remind you just how much pleasure there is in cocktailing at home. Includes

metric measures.
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British Library Publishing
9780712352154
Pub Date: 6/1/18
Ship Date: 6/1/18
$23.95/$31.95 Can./£20.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
History  /  Social History
HIS054000

9.5 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.8 in T
| 1.4 lb Wt

Rough Spirits & High Society
The Culture of Drink
Ruth Ball

Contributor Bio
Ruth Ball is the author of Rebellious Spirits: An Illicit History of Spirits in Britain. She is also the founder and

Head Alchemist at Alchemist Dreams, a company dedicated to making handmade liqueurs blended to order.

Summary
The tavern, the inn, the coffee house, the tea shop: these are places where, throughout history, we have met

and socialized and where the issues of the day could be discussed over a drink. Postal services developed

between networks of inns and enabled modern communication. The first insurance companies were created in

the coffee houses. Gin palaces prompted moral outrage. The suffragette movement found its birthplace in tea

shops which allowed women to meet across social classes. This generously illustrated book unveils the

little-known ways that drinks, whether alcoholic or caffeinated, have found their place at the center of our

social and political lives.

Random House UK
9781783522248
Pub Date: 2/1/17
Ship Date: 2/1/17
$32.95/£12.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

288 Pages
Carton Qty: 28
History  /  Social History
HIS054000

8.8 in H | 5.5 in W | 1.2 in T
| 1.1 lb Wt

Empire of Booze
Henry Jeffreys

Contributor Bio
Henry Jeffreys worked in the wine trade for two years and then moved into publishing. He has also worked

as a freelance journalist, book reviewer for the Telegraph, column writer for travel website momondo.com,

founder member of the London Review of Breakfasts website, and contributor to the Breakfast Bible. In 2010

he started a blog about wine called 'Henry's World of Booze' which is currently in the top 10 UK alcohol blogs.

Since 2010 he has been wine columnist for The Lady magazine and is now an occasional contributor to the

Spectator and Guardian on booze-related matters. Empire of Booze is his first book.

Summary
Empire of Booze is a loose history of Britain, cleverly and humorously told through its contributions to alcohol,

charting the rise of British power from its small corner of Europe to global preeminence. Each chapter features

a historical period and a drink—tracing its origins and examining its impact on British culture, literature,

science, philosophy and religion. Learn about how the champagne we drink today is owed to British

technology for making sparkling wine; rum and India Pale Ale were developed so they could withstand the

long, hot journeys to Britain's burgeoning overseas empire; whisky became the drink of choice for weary

empire builders far from home; and how without alcohol, the pre-20th century global economy could not

function. With drink recommendations offered throughout, you can booze while you read along. So raise a

glass to Britain, the Empire of Booze, whose alcoholic innovations are some of its greatest, lasting gifts to the

world.
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Fulcrum Publishing
9781682750018
Pub Date: 5/9/17
Ship Date: 5/9/17
$29.95/$35.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 22
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

9 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.5 in T |
1.4 lb Wt

Absinthe
The Exquisite Elixir
Betina J. Wittels, T.A. Breaux

Contributor Bio
Betina J. Wittels, creator of the website www.allthingsabsinthe.com, was one of the first people to formally

introduce absinthe antiques into the United States more than twenty years ago. Passionate for life, she is

willing to turn over any boulder or slip into any barrio to uncover a rare spoon or a bottle of vintage absinthe.

T.A. Breaux is a native New Orleanian and research scientist who has dedicated more than twenty years of

research toward resolving the mysteries and myths associated with absinthe. His work led to the founding of

Jade Liqueurs (www.jadeliqueurs.com), and he helped lead the effort to lift the nearly 100-year ban of

absinthe both in the United States and France. Since 2000, his work has been lauded throughout the press

and media in the U.S., Europe, and Australia in numerous television appearances on The History Channel,

Discovery Channel, CBS, MSNBC, Travel Channel, and PBS.

Summary
Take an intimate look into the contemporary world of absinthe. International in scope, Absinthe: The Exquisite

Elixir is a visually rich journey into an alluring subculture. Filled with color reproductions of classic and current

lithographs, posters, cartoons, as well as photos of antiques, glassware, and other tools of the absinthe

drinker, this new and comprehensive guide explains and illustrates the history, culture, and mystique of the

drink known as the Green Fairy. The authors provide insights into the controversy and effects of the Green

Fairy through the stories of famous connoisseurs, including Vincent van Gogh, Oscar Wilde, Ernest

Hemingway, and Pablo Picasso. In addition to a rich history, this detailed new guide includes recipes, reviews

of existing Absinthe brands, and absinthe’s contemporary culture and ritual. Confirmed absinthe drinkers,

neophytes, the curious, and collectors will all find this book equally intriguing and seductive.

Penguin Random House
Australia
9780143800132
Pub Date: 11/1/15
Ship Date: 11/1/15
$16.95/$19.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

194 Pages
Carton Qty: 78
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000
Territory: US & CA

7 in H | 4.3 in W | 0.5 in T |
0.5 lb Wt

Baijiu: The Essential Guide to Chinese Spirits
Derek Sandhaus

Contributor Bio
Derek Sandhaus spent years sipping and savoring baijiu on the Mainland during his years as a China-based

writer and editor. In his journey to "spiritual" enlightenment, he also published Tales of Old Peking and Tales

of Old Hong Kong and edited Decadence Mandchoue: The China Memoirs of Sir Edmund Trelawny Backhouse.

He maintains the blog, 300 Shots at Greatness and runs a baijiu consultancy.

Summary
Baijiu, China's national drink, is the world's most consumed alcohol—discover the final frontier of
great world alcohols in this comprehensive and practical guide

Drawing on interviews with baijiu aficionados, distillers, and key players in the alcoholic beverage industry,

Sandhaus introduces the history and development of alcohol in China—the birthplace of grain-based alcohol.

Distillation and production processes, the landscape of the industry today, and a page-by-page guide to the

major varieties, distilleries and brands all feature in Baijiu: The Essential Guide to Chinese Spirits.
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Quiller Publishing
9781846892400
Pub Date: 12/1/17
Ship Date: 12/1/17
$45.95/£25.00 UK/€30.99
EU
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

312 Pages
Carton Qty: 8
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

10 in H | 8.5 in W | 1.1 in T
| 3.1 lb Wt

The World of Cognac
Michelle Brachet

Contributor Bio
Michelle Brachet represents Cognac Expert at cognac events in the UK and Europe, is an official BNIC

Cognac Educator, and is a regular contributor to the award-winning cognac website, www.cognac-expert.com.

She has written cognac articles for lifestyle and drink magazines including Imbibe and Wine in China. Her

manuscript, The World of Cognac was awarded the "Best Wine Book for Professionals" at the Gourmand World

Cookbook Awards in 2014.

Summary
The World of Cognac—the world’s finest brandy—provides an authoritative account of the history and culture

of cognac and how this much-loved spirit is produced and matured. Michelle Brachet explores the reasons for

the spirit’s complex character, and reveals its fascinating history with anecdotes dating from the 7th century

right up to our modern-day cocktail culture. The author expertly explains how it is made, the people involved,

the classification and age; the art of tasting and enjoying it; and, importantly, choosing and storing cognac. A

comprehensive list of the many cognac houses is featured providing an informative overview of many of the

brands. A selection of cocktails and how to make them. For any cognac lover, aficionado or novice, this

fascinating book will make the perfect gift.

Black & White Publishing
9781785302152
Pub Date: 9/1/19
$22.95/£12.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 28
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

7.3 in H | 4.8 in W

Gin Galore
A Journey to the Source of Scotland's Gin
Sean Murphy, Alison Soye

Contributor Bio
Driven by a passion for all things whisky-related, Sean Murphy writes for The Scotsman extensively on the

subject. He can also sometimes be found behind the bar at the world famous Potstill bar in Glasgow. Alison
Soye is a Northern Irish illustrator based in Edinburgh. Her projects include murals, book illustrations,

wedding stationery and personalized prints.

Summary
With a stellar cast of 50 unique gins, this book explores the boutique tipples reinvigorating the landscapes of

Scottish gin. Gin can be relatively simply produced, which enables craft gin distilleries across Scotland to

create a refreshing range of boutique products, many of which are making some seriously big waves around

the world. Did you know, for example, that a Scottish gin has recently been crowned the "World’s Strongest

Gin"—taking the title from a Swedish distillery? There’s no better time to be a gin fan, to get to know Scottish

gin and the intriguing stories behind it. This guide will make the perfect companion for gin lovers around the

world, as well as gin-loving tourist visitors to Scotland.
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HarperCollins UK
9780008258108
Pub Date: 10/24/17
On Sale Date: 10/24/17
Ship Date: 10/4/17
$9.95/$15.99 Can./£6.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 50
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000
Series: Collins Little Books

6 in H | 4.3 in W | 0.6 in T |
0.4 lb Wt

Gin
A Guide to the World's Greatest Gins
Dominic Roskrow

Contributor Bio
Dominic Roskrow is the author of 1001 Whiskies You Must Drink Before You Die and Michael Jackson's

Complete Guide to Single Malt Scotch. He currently writes for Whisky Advocate and Drinks International, as

well as running his own business, The Worldwide Whisky Company.

Summary
This book includes a fascinating history of gin, how it’s made, how best to drink it, and details of the very

best gins in the world. It is completely up-to-date, including details of new and emerging gins and

manufacturers. Includes details of: Beefeater, Bombay Sapphire, City of London, Dingle, Edinburgh, Gordon’s,

Liverpool, Portsmouth, and many more. What’s more, an introduction explores the current gin boom and how

distilleries are coping with this surge in demand, making this attractive Little Book a great introduction for

anyone looking to learn about the history of this popular drink and also how best to enjoy it.

Amberley Publishing
9781445680057
Pub Date: 11/1/18
On Sale Date: 11/1/18
$19.95/£14.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

9.3 in H | 6.5 in W

Gin: An Illustrated History
Tina Brown

Contributor Bio
Tina Brown leads guided regional tours of Britain.

Summary
The gin craze seems to have taken over the world in recent times, but how many gin lovers have ever

stopped to really wonder about the origins of their favorite tipple? How many know about its European

connections or its medicinal values? And what were the gin palaces that everyone raves about really like? This

fascinating little book will take you behind the scenes on a journey spanning hundreds of years, bringing the

story of this fascinating drink up to date. Tina Brown invites you to join her to discover the new and old

tastes, the distillers, the effect gin has had on people’s lives and just about everything else to do with gin!
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Board and Bench Publishing
9789163313516
Pub Date: 6/6/08
$34.95/$46.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 13
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

11 in H | 9 in W | 0.8 in T |
2.4 lb Wt

Grappa
Italy Bottled
Ove Boudin

Contributor Bio
Ove Boudin is a Sweden-based importer of Grappa, and known world-wide as one of the great expert on the

spirit. When not hunting down Italy's best Grappa, he's usually composing his unique brand of jazz rock

fusion.

Summary
The first substantive international text that takes on the quintessential beverage of the Italian culture.

Grappa: Italy Bottled is two books in one. The first is a comprehensive Grappa course from grape growing to

tasting including facts on Grappa and distillation that have not been published before. The second half is a

travel story that takes you on a trip through the Grappa regions of Italy, concluding with a list of distilleries in

the Grappa regions of Italy.

HarperCollins UK
9780008271220
Pub Date: 7/24/18
On Sale Date: 7/24/18
Ship Date: 7/4/18
$9.95/$9.99 Can./£6.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 80
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000
Series: Collins Little Books

6 in H | 4.3 in W | 0.7 in T |
0.4 lb Wt

Rum
Dominic Roskrow

Contributor Bio
Dominic Roskrow is consultant editor of Whisky Magazine, and the author of 1001 Whiskies You Must Taste

Before You Die.

Summary
This book includes a description of 110 of the very best rums in the world. It includes the very best product

from the Caribbean, US and UK, as well as new and emerging markets. With a fascinating history of the

product itself, how it’s made, and details of the world’s best rums, this is perfect for all rum lovers. It is

completely up-to-date, including details of the different varieties and styles of rum available today. An

introduction also explores the current market for rum and how distilleries are coping with the surge in

demand.
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New Holland Publishers
9781742579542
Pub Date: 10/2/17
$19.99/£12.99 UK
Discount Code: TRD
Hardcover

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

6.9 in H | 6 in W | 0.7 in T |
0.9 lb Wt

The Rum Cocktail Guide
Steve Quirk

Contributor Bio
Steve Quirk took an interest in cocktails when serving in the navy. He found himself experimenting with all

types of spirits and liqueurs and creating his own recipes to share with his friends and family. He began to

compile as many recipes as he could and his hobby soon became an obsession. This is his third book after the

successful Cocktail Bible (2010), which had more than 4,000 recipes.

Summary
Rum cocktails are now so popular worldwide that there is one to satisfy every occasion and palate. This book

provides an extensive range of 60 colada and daiquiri cocktails from basic mixers through to exotic creations.

Each recipe is provided with clear and uncomplicated directions, ensuring that anyone can create a colada or

daiquiri cocktail with ease.

Ebury Press
9780091944742
Pub Date: 9/1/12
On Sale Date: 4/9/12
$17.95/$24.95 Can./£9.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

128 Pages
LINE DRAWINGS
THROUGHOUT
Carton Qty: 24
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

7.5 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.7 in T
| 0.8 lb Wt

The Famous Grouse: A Whisky Companion
Heritage, History, Recipes & Drinks
Ian Buxton

Contributor Bio
Ian Buxton is a former marketing director of Glenmorangie. He was elected a Keeper of the Quaich in 1991,

the highest honor of the Scotch whisky industry; he is a member of the international tasting panel for the

annual World Whisky Awards; and he is a liveryman of the Worshipful Company of Distillers. He writes regular

columns for The Keeper, Whisky Magazine, and WhiskyEtc magazine, and has written for the Country Life,

Scottish Field, and the Times. His latest book is 101 Whiskies to Try Before You Die.

Summary
Discover the history of Scotch whiskey and the part Famous Grouse has played in its development
while also learning how to mix a perfect Famous Honey & Marmalade Sour

Compiled by renowned whiskey writer Ian Buxton, this captivating miscellany is packed with intriguing facts

and trivia, from the story of an iconic brand—its unconventional start named after a Scottish bird and its rise

in popularity—to a fascinating insight into how whisky is distilled and bottled. With more than 45 recipes for

whiskey-based dishes and cocktails, including Famous Grouse Rack of Lamb, Mackerel with Snow Grouse

Pickled Rhubarb, and Apple Tarte Tatin with Whisky Ice Cream, this book belongs on every whiskey

enthusiast's shelf. Famous Grouse is now 300 years old and across the brands has sales close to 50 million

bottles annually. It was awarded a Royal Warrant in 1980 for its excellence and quality.
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RedDoor Publishing
9781910453346
Pub Date: 10/1/18
On Sale Date: 10/1/18
$29.95/£20.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 13
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

9.8 in H | 7.5 in W | 0.8 in T
| 1.7 lb Wt

The Great Drams of Scotland
A Conversational Meander Through the Rich History of Scotch Whisky and the Brands that Have
Brought it to Life
Greg Dillon

Contributor Bio
Greg Dillon is a brand strategy consultant, writer, speaker, host of whisky tastings and international spirits

judge specializing in premium spirits. He runs GreatDrams Consulting.

Summary
A wonderful gift for whisky enthusiasts, Dillon weaves together anecdotes and historical accounts from more

than 40 different distilleries. Each chapter guides the reader through legendary tales that date back as far as

the 15th century, and reveals 19 brands that have contributed to the world-renowned success of Scotch

whisky.

Chicago Review Press
9781613749050
Pub Date: 5/1/15
Ship Date: 5/1/15
$26.95/$31.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

304 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

9 in H | 6 in W | 0.9 in T |
1.2 lb Wt

How the Gringos Stole Tequila
The Modern Age of Mexico's Most Traditional Spirit
Chantal Martineau

Contributor Bio
Chantal Martineau has written articles about food, drink, culture, and travel for numerous publications,

including Afar, Allure, the Atlantic, Decanter, Edible, the Guardian, Islands, Redbook, Saveur, Time Out, the

Village Voice, and Wine Enthusiast. She lives in New York City.

Summary
Tequila is one of the fastest-growing spirits categories in America, the margarita the country’s most popular

cocktail. But no longer is it only cheap party fuel—it has become America’s luxury sipping spirit. How the

Gringos Stole Tequila eloquently traces this extraordinary evolution.

As Chantal Martineau makes clear, there’s far more to the story than an upmarket trend shift. Martineau spent

several years immersing herself in the world of tequila—traveling to visit distillers and farmers in Mexico,

meeting and tasting with leading experts and mixologists around the United States, and interviewing

academics on either side of the border who have studied the spirit and its raw material: agave.

How the Gringos Stole Tequila addresses issues surrounding the sustainability of the limited resource that is

agave, the preservation of traditional production methods, and the legal constructs designed to protect tequila

from counterfeiting. It examines the agave advocacy movement—made up of agave growers, distillers,

bartenders, importers, and scholars—that has grown up alongside the spirit’s ...
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Chicago Review Press
9781613734582
Pub Date: 6/1/17
Ship Date: 6/1/17
$19.99/$26.99 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

352 Pages
Carton Qty: 48
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

9 in H | 6 in W | 0.6 in T |
0.9 lb Wt

Whiskey Business
How Small-Batch Distillers Are Transforming American Spirits
Tom Acitelli

Contributor Bio
Tom Acitelli, a 2016 James Beard Award finalist who has written about alcohol for the Wall Street Journal,

the Washington Post, and Bloomberg View, is the author of the acclaimed beverage histories The Audacity of

Hops and American Wine. He lives in Cambridge, Massachusetts.

Summary
Discover the underdog story of the improbable rise of small-batch distilling in America. This bracingly written,

fast-paced work traces the relationship of Americans to spirits such as bourbon, scotch, vodka, gin, and rum.

And it presents the full story of a plucky band of entrepreneurs who disrupted the nation’s conception of how

those libations could appear and taste—and how much they could cost. Acitelli weaves the unlikely triumph of

the small-batch distilling movement into other major trends, including a neo-Prohibitionism that nearly

croaked the entire thing, America’s re-embrace of cocktails, and the twin rises of craft beer and fine wine. He

also expertly delves into the controversies currently wracking American spirits, ones that threaten to tank the

movement at the moment of what should be its greatest triumph.

Freight Books
9781911332480
Pub Date: 10/1/17
Ship Date: 10/1/17
$21.95/$29.95 Can./£14.99
UK/€18.49 EU
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

196 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

8.3 in H | 11.8 in W | 0.5 in
T | 1.7 lb Wt

Whisky Island
Behind the Scenes at Islay's Legendary Single Malt Distilleries
Fiona Rintoul, Konrad Borkowski

Contributor Bio
Fiona Rintoul is a financial journalist, author, literary translator, and whisky aficionado. She is the author of

Leipzig, which won the Virginia Prize and was shortlisted for the Saltire Scottish First Book Prize. Konrad
Borkowski is a professional photographer.

Summary
Islay and Jura are the mystical, magical islands in Scotland’s Inner Hebrides that boast nine active distilleries,

countless world renowned blends and malts and their own whisky classification, protected by Scots law. This

book is a celebration of the whiskies of Islay and Jura, and of the islands that shaped them. With a population

of just over 3,000 between them, Islay and Jura produce some of the finest whiskies in the world. Islay is

perhaps best known for smoky, phenolic spirits, such as Laphroaig, Lagavulin and Ardbeg. These have been

distilled in its rocky coves of the sheltered east coast for more than 200 years. But in truth Islay and Jura

produce a dram for every palette, and their vibrant and expanding whisky industry is a constant source of

renewed excellence and taste innovation. Fiona Rintoul provides a background and history to the islands and

their distilling, alongside tasting notes on the main malts and blends. Konrad Borkowski, who lives on Jura,

provides stunning full color photographs, documenting each distillery at work through the seasons.
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HarperCollins UK
9780008251086
Pub Date: 10/24/17
On Sale Date: 10/24/17
Ship Date: 10/4/17
$10.95/$10.99 Can./£6.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 68
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000
Series: Collins Little Books

5.9 in H | 4.2 in W | 0.4 lb
Wt

Whisky (2nd Edition)

Over 100 of Scotland's Best Malt Whiskies
Dominic Roskrow

Contributor Bio
Dominic Roskrow has written exclusively about whisky for 12 years, and about the drinks industry for more

than 20. He writes for Whisky Advocate and Drinks International, and runs his own business, The Worldwide

Whisky Company.

Summary
This book includes the very best of Scottish single malts and deluxe whiskies, and gives details for over 150

Scotch whiskies. It is completely up-to-date, including new Scottish distilleries which have yet to bottle spirit

or establish a core product. What’s more, an introduction exploring the current whisky boom and how

distilleries are coping with this surge in demand makes this attractive Little Book a great introduction for

anyone looking to learn about whisky.

Pavilion
9781911595731
Pub Date: 11/15/18
On Sale Date: 11/15/18
$22.95/£14.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

272 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

9.5 in H | 6.5 in W | 1 in T |
2 lb Wt

Whisky Classified
Choosing Single Malts by Flavour
David Wishart

Contributor Bio
David Wishart became interested in malt whisky when, as a mathematics undergraduate, he was first

introduced to cask-strength Laphroaig by his father. He gained a PhD in classification methodology at the

University of St. Andrews. His research field is marketing. He is invited to give whisky talks and tastings to

postgraduates and at international conferences.

Summary
This book on single malt whisky makes an excellent guide for all whisky drinkers, from the novice to the

connoisseur. Single malt whisky is the fastest expanding sector of the booming whisky market. Over half of

Scotland’s whisky distilleries are open to visitors and visitor numbers reached record numbers of over 1.7

million in 2016. Whisky Classified has revolutionized our appreciation of single malt whisky. David Wishart

cuts through the confusing jargon often used to describe single malts and replaces it with an objective and

easily applied guide to taste using his easy to understand system of flavor profiles. He identifies 12

dimensions to the aroma and taste of a single malt whisky: body, sweetness, smoky, medicinal, tobacco,

honey, spicy, winey, nutty, malty, fruity, floral. This fully revised and updated edition includes all new UK and

Irish producers of single malt whisky. The author has also updated the taste profiles for each selected malt to

ensure that this book remains the definitive guide to tasting malt whisky. Each entry includes a short

description of the distillery,...
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Scott & Nix, Inc.
9781935622642
Pub Date: 4/1/18
Ship Date: 4/1/18
$24.95/$33.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Poster

1 Pages
Carton Qty: 50
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

3 ft H | 24 in W

American Whiskey, Bourbon & Rye Wall Poster
Clay Risen

Contributor Bio
Clay Risen is a senior editor at The New York Times. He is the author of the best-selling spirits book

American Whiskey Bourbon & Rye: A Guide to the Nation's Favorite Spirit and has written for Smithsonian,

The Atlantic, The Washington Post, and Fortune, among others.

Summary
When American Whiskey, Bourbon & Rye was published in 2013 and revised and expanded in 2015, it

immediately became the bible for whiskey lovers. Now in its tenth printing, AWBAR continues to ride the

American whiskey boom by rating and describing the hundreds of offering in today's marketplace. This new 24

x 36 inch wall poster features the 147 top picks by expert Clay Risen for the newbie and experienced spirits

lover alike. From the rare and the expensive to the best value ryes, bourbons, and American single malts, this

full-color wall poster is a celebration of the nation's favorite spirits. Risen Recommends!

Pavilion
9781862059658
Pub Date: 5/1/14
Ship Date: 5/1/14
$26.95/$35.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

9 in H | 8 in W | 1.1 in T |
2.4 lb Wt

Let Me Tell You About Whisky
Taste, Try & Enjoy Whisky from Around the World
Neil Ridley, Gavin Smith

Contributor Bio
Neil Ridley codeveloped the award-winning whiskey & spirits blog Caskstrength.net. He writes regularly about

a wide range of different drinks for spirit and lifestyle publications and is on the judging panel of the World

Whisky Awards. Gavin D. Smith is a freelance journalist and author specializing in whiskey and beer. He is

contributing editor for whisky-pages.com and contributes to other drinks magazines.

Summary
An authoritative beginner's guide cutting straight through the mystery, myth, and complex-sounding
terminology

Offering 200 recommended whiskies to try from around the world, with original tasting notes, this is a true

beginner's guide providing a clear insight into the modern world of whiskey in a way that's never been done

before. The book covers not just famous Highland malts, Irish pot still whiskeys, and American bourbons, but

also whiskies from South East Asia, Japan, and Canada, as well as from many other producing countries,

ranging from Wales through to Taiwan. There is advice on how to nose, taste, and savor; how to organize a

whiskey tasting; which glassware to use; a selection of classic whiskey cocktails; and advice on food pairings.

Whiskey bars from China to Norway to the U.S. are listed, as well as specialist retailers. Includes dual

measures.
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Chicago Review Press
9781613735220
Pub Date: 10/1/16
Ship Date: 10/1/16
$16.99/$22.99 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

320 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
History  /  United States
HIS036060

9 in H | 6 in W | 0.7 in T |
0.8 lb Wt

Gentlemen Bootleggers
The True Story of Templeton Rye, Prohibition, and a Small Town in Cahoots
Bryce T. Bauer

Contributor Bio
Bryce T. Bauer is a Hearst Award–winning journalist who has written for Saveur, the Daily Iowan, the Cedar

Rapids Gazette, and other publications. He is coproducing and cowriting the documentary Whiskey Cookers:

The Amazing Story of the Bootleggers of Templeton, Iowa. He lives in New York City.

Summary
During Prohibition, while Al Capone was rising to worldwide prominence as Public Enemy Number One, the

townspeople of rural Templeton, Iowa—population just 428—were busy with a bootlegging empire of their

own. Led by Joe Irlbeck, the whip-smart and gregarious son of a Bavarian immigrant, the outfit of farmers,

small merchants, and even the church monsignor worked together to create a whiskey so excellent it was

ordered by name: "Templeton rye."

Just as Al Capone had Eliot Ness, Templeton’s bootleggers had as their own enemy a respected Prohibition

agent from the adjacent county named Benjamin Franklin Wilson. Wilson was ardent in his fight against

alcohol, and he chased Irlbeck for over a decade. But Irlbeck was not Capone, and Templeton would not be

ruled by violence like Chicago.

Gentlemen Bootleggers tells a never-before-told tale of ingenuity, bootstrapping, and perseverance in one

small town, showcasing a group of immigrants and first-generation Americans who embraced the ideals of

self-reliance, dynamism, and democratic justice. It relies on previously classified Prohibition Bure...

Board and Bench Publishing
9781935879305
Pub Date: 7/1/17
Ship Date: 7/1/17
$45.00/$50.00 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

286 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Business & Economics  / 
Industries
BUS070010

10 in H | 7 in W | 0.6 in T |
1.1 lb Wt

The Business of Sustainable Wine
How to Build Brand Equity in a 21 Century Wine Industry
Sandra Taylor

Contributor Bio
Sandra Taylor is an internationally recognized expert on environmental sustainability, social responsibility,

agricultural supply chains and public relations. As a corporate executive for 22 years, including Starbucks

Coffee Company, she designed innovative codes of conduct for sustainable procurement of coffee, cocoa, and

tea. A Wine MBA graduate and Juris Doctorate (JD) recipient, she has written articles about supply chain

management, marketing sustainability, and motivations for environmental and social responsibility in wine

value chains. She is a wine educator and founder of Fine Wine Divas. She currently resides in Washington,

DC.

Summary
Modern agriculture is the largest single contributor to global greenhouse gas production, deforestation, and

water consumption. Biodiversity, climate change, energy, soil degradation, and water scarcity are critical

issues. Consumers are increasingly and justifiably concerned about where their food and beverages come from

and whether they are produced in a responsible way, often without an understanding of how to determine the

provenance of the products they consume. Wine is no exception. In World of Sustainable Wine, internationally

recognized expert in environmental sustainability, Sandra Taylor, offers a new view of how the industry can be

an important actor in sustainable agriculture and provides a unique insight for the consumer on what to look

for on supermarket shelves. World of Sustainable Wine analyzes sustainability trends in wine regions around

the world. Drawing on case studies from a multitude of commodity industries, Taylor gives producers the tools

to integrate sustainability into their winegrowing and marketing, and retailers’ procurement managers will

learn how to as...
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Board and Bench Publishing
9781935879718
Pub Date: 1/1/14
$30.00/$41.00 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

300 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Business & Economics  / 
Management
BUS041000

11 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.5 in T
| 1.4 lb Wt

Wine Business Case Studies
Thirteen Cases from the Real World of Wine Business Management
Pierre Mora

Contributor Bio
Editor Pierre Mora is a marketing professor at KEDGE Business School in France. He is the director of

marketing courses at the College’s wine and spirits MBA department, a fully accredited MBA program

dedicated to the wine and spirits industries, and the head of marketing at the Master Vins et Spiritueux. He is

the author of many books on wine business, case studies and formulator of The French Paradox, a wine

business game and winner of the European Academic Software Awards.

Summary
Published in association with the Bordeaux College of Business, this groundbreaking book applies business

pedagogy s powerful learning tool to the unique challenges of wine business management. Within are thirteen

cases drawn from the examples of real business success and calamity by an international group of respected

wine business scholars.

Board and Bench Publishing
9781891267178
Pub Date: 11/1/17
Ship Date: 11/1/17
$14.95/$19.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

32 Pages
Carton Qty: 100
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000
Series: Make Your Mark
Coloring Books

9 in H | 9 in W | 0.1 in T |
0.3 lb Wt

Admirable Family Vineyards
The Wine Roads of California Travel & Coloring Book Series
Tal Wiszniak-Shani

Contributor Bio
Tal Wiszniak-Shani is a famed Isreali designer and artist whose work has appeared in dozens of studios in

Europe and his home country.

Summary
Set in the center of beautiful Malibu, Admirable Family Vineyards creates lovely wines redolent of the region’s

distinct style of Surf and Sun. In this book, artist Tal Wiszniak-Shani captures this unique Malibu character in

a series of drawings that evoke a very particular feeling, well known among the natives: the experience of the

right wine, sipped at the ideal vantage point to the Pacific, at the perfect time of day. The Make Your Mark

series of coloring books for drinking age roamers features famed wineries from around the world and includes

other local highlights and maps of the region.
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Board and Bench Publishing
9781935879244
Pub Date: 6/3/19
On Sale Date: 6/3/19
Ship Date: 7/1/18
$19.95/$26.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

286 Pages
Carton Qty: 42
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB126000

9 in H | 6 in W

Age Gets Better with Wine Third Edition (3rd Edition)

Richard Baxter

Contributor Bio
Richard Baxter is a top rated, board-certified plastic surgeon, member of the Emerging Trends Committee of

the American Society of Plastic Surgeons, former faculty member at the University Of Washington School Of

Medicine, Chief Medical Officer of Seattle-based Calidora Skin Clinics, and Medical Director of Healthy Aging

Magazine.

Summary
This new edition of Age Gets Better with Wine takes a fresh look at the science and reaffirms that daily

moderate wine drinking remains a potent anti-aging strategy. Why do wine drinkers outlive nondrinkers and

enjoy better health and mental function, especially later in life? Age Gets Better with Wine was the first book

to comprehensively discuss the multiple ways that wine contributes to improved lifetime health. As a plastic

surgeon, Dr. Baxter’s interest in the subject grew from an in-depth review of anti-aging science. What he

found was that all serious studies on anti-aging intersected in one way or another on wine. The discovery of

wine’s miracle molecule, resveratrol, appeared to provide a unifying answer to the question and reinforced

wine’s role in healthy living. But despite continued advances in wine and health science, new challenges to the

notion of healthy drinking have emerged. Neo-prohibitionists openly question the validity of studies supporting

any level of drinking, while others attribute the entire benefit to resveratrol and suggest supplements instead.

An object...

Board and Bench Publishing
9781935879404
Pub Date: 10/15/18
Ship Date: 4/16/18
$29.95/$39.95 Can./£24.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

304 Pages
Carton Qty: 22
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

9 in H | 7 in W | 0.8 in T |
1.3 lb Wt

How to Import Wine (2nd Edition)

An Insider’s Guide
Deborah M Gray

Contributor Bio
Deborah M. Gray is a wine importer who has worked with distributors throughout the United States,

conducted wine dinners and tasting, and spoken at wine festivals, and on radio and television. She lives in

southern California.

Summary
Since the 2011 publication of the first edition of How to Import Wine tectonic change has fundamentally

reshaped the US wine business landscape. This comprehensively revised edition puts this new environment in

a manageable, actionable context so that novices and veterans alike will be able to identify dangers and new

opportunities in such areas as federal and state regulations, evolving distribution practices, the impact of

social media and how to appeal to the new emerging tastemakers: Millennials. Drawing on her real-world

experience of these new dynamics, Deborah M. Gray provides essential tools for the establishment of a

progressive US wine importing business. As in her first book, she details the critical considerations in

branding, packaging, pricing, licensing and regulations, shipping, warehousing, marketing, and more. The

book is filled with specific examples of importing triumphs and failures, with particular interest paid to

arguably the most important element of business success: acquiring and maintaining effective distribution.
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Board and Bench Publishing
9789638675965
Pub Date: 5/29/07
$45.00/$61.00 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

272 Pages
Carton Qty: 25
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000
Territory: US

13.2 in H | 9.2 in W | 1.3 in
T | 3.8 lb Wt

Hungary
Its Fine Wines and Winemakers
David Copp, Robert Smyth, Bianca Otero

Contributor Bio
David Copp trained in the classical wine regions of Bordeaux, Burgundy, Champagne, Rhine and Mosel, and

lived and worked in Budapest from 1992—1997 developing his knowledge of the leading winemakers and

wine—merchants. A former correspondent of Budapest Business News he is a member of the Circle of Wine

Writers and an international wine competition judge. He has been elected a Confrere of Tokaj Renaissance.

Apart from hundreds of wine articles and lectures, David Copp has also written Bordeaux St. Estephe and

Australian Wine Walkabout. He lives in Sherborne, Dorset UK.

Summary
The past and present of one of Europe's greatest and most mysterious vinelands is laid bare in this lavishly

photographed and engagingly written homage to Hungarian wine and winemaking. With maps and listings of

all Hungarian wine regions, grape varieties in use, and producers and their products.

Board and Bench Publishing
9781935879282
Pub Date: 10/8/18
Ship Date: 5/14/18
$24.95/$33.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

10 in H | 6 in W | 0.6 in T |
0.7 lb Wt

The New Pink Wine
A Modern Guide to the World’s Best Rosés
Ann Walker, Larry Walker

Contributor Bio
Larry Walker writes on food, wine and travel. His book Classic Wines of the Napa Valley was short-listed for

the International Wine Book of the Year. He is also the author of The Wine Companion to Napa and Sonoma.

With his wife, Ann Walker, he has written five books: Season in Spain (Simon & Schuster), Pleasures of the

Canary Islands (Board and Bench Publishing), Tequila: the Book (Chronicle Books), Tapas (Chronicle

Books)and The Best of California (Collins Publishers). Ann Walker is a food educator, Writer, and was

co-owner and Executive Chef of Café Tango in San Rafael, the first Spanish tapas restaurant on the West

Coast. Working with her husband, Larry Walker, she has written five food and wine books, as mentioned

Summary
We aren’t talking about your American grandmother’s rosé here. Not even close.

Authors of the bestselling wine books Season in Spain and Classic Wines of the Napa Valley, Larry and Ann

Walker, travel the pink road tasting dry and lively wines and talking to winemakers, in regions known for rosé,

and those about to be, to give us the first global buyers guide to world-class pink wines.

And for rosé-loving cooks, Chef Ann offers several dozen recipes that perfectly compliment pink wine.

Book features:

Rates over 200 wines from around the globe, and gives detailed tasting notes

Wines and Producers Indexes for easy in-store selection

Pink Primer: rose history, and methods employed to make pink wine

Pink Profiles: Discussions with producers from the U.S.A., France, Iberian Peninsula, South Africa, and

beyond

A case of quality for value

Dozens of rose friendly recipes
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Board and Bench Publishing
9789563160826
Pub Date: 11/1/11
$65.00/$88.00 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

272 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

11 in H | 9 in W | 1.1 in T |
4 lb Wt

The Origins of Chilean Wine
Alejandro Hernandez

Contributor Bio
Alejandro Hernandez is a historian and wine writer.

Summary
The Cuircó, Maule, Itala, and Bío Valleys are the center of gravity of Chilean wine and due to their particularly

favorable geographic characteristics, this area has led the national production since the arrival of the first

vines during colonial times. The wide range of soils and climatic diversity make it possible to create

extraordinarily high-quality wines, which have placed Chile among the greatest wine producing regions of the

world. The wine industry in these valleys is very important for the regional economy and is an essential

element in the traditions and social life of the people who live there. Just as the wineries are a key

characteristic of the local landscape, they also play an integral role in defining regional identity. Author

Alejandro Hernandez brings this mixed and beautiful world of old treasures and modern developments to life,

alongside stirring photography of the Chilean landscape and its people in this bilingual guidebook.

Board and Bench Publishing
9781935879190
Pub Date: 7/1/19
Ship Date: 8/1/18
$45.00/$61.00 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

386 Pages
Carton Qty: 8
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB126000

10 in H | 8 in W

The Wines of Eastern Europe
John Hudelson

Contributor Bio
John Hudelson, PhD is an Associate Professor of Global Wine Studies at Central Washington University. John

is the author of Wine Faults: Causes, Effects and Cures. He has published in academic journals on Eastern

European wine tourism. John has been a vineyardist for 28 years and is co-owner of North River Methode

Champenoise Wines.

Summary
Cultural anthropologist and wine studies professor John Hudelson tells the deep and rich history of wine in

Eastern Europe and relates the modern vinus treasures that can be had, if one knows where to look. Contents

include a detailed map of the 20 countries surveyed and it’s wine regions; a description of each nation’s wine

history, industry regulations, trends and developments; grape varieties and their importance to the respective

wine industries; vignettes on wine makers, practices, and oddities; “Going to…” insets, with suggestions on

wine trails, wine regions not to miss, accommodations, and what to look for or avoid. Hudelson presents the

first-ever holistic picture of Eastern Europe, how wine has shaped its history, and where this new and exciting

age of wine making is headed.
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Board and Bench Publishing
9781935879411
Pub Date: 8/1/19
On Sale Date: 8/1/19
Ship Date: 6/1/18
$12.95/$16.95 Can./£11.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

142 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

7.5 in H | 4.8 in W

Wine Froth
A Heady Collection of Wine Quips, Quotes, Tips and Trivia
Dick Rosano

Contributor Bio
Dick Rosano has been writing about wine, food, and travel for many years. His long-running columns have

appeared in The Washington Post, Wine News, and Wine Enthusiast and many other nationally distributed

publications. His two new novels, Tuscan Blood and Hunting Truffles, have drawn considerable attention from

literary circles; an earlier book, Wine Heritage: The Story of Italian-American Vintners, traced the influence of

Italians in the American wine industry over the last 300 years. Mr. Rosano has lectured on wine at the

Smithsonian Institution, Johns Hopkins University, and at many conferences around the United States, as well

as many years teaching at L’Academie de Cuisine. His travels have taken him to the wine regions of Europe,

South America, and the United States.

Summary
“No poems can live long or please that are written by water-drinkers.” Horace, Roman poet “I like

[champagne] because it always tastes as though my foot is asleep.” Art Buchwald In Wine Froth, Washington

Post wine columnist Dick Rosano celebrates 8,000 years of wine-stained history with this droll, profound,

bizarre, hilarious, charming, and totally entertaining collection of wine quotes, anecdotes, and trivia. Here’s

another sample: Richard Nixon knew his wines, and which were being served at White House dinner functions.

He instructed the serving staff to hide the labels of certain bottles, and that he was to be poured the best of

them, and particular guests were to get the other stuff. Also included in this richly illustrated little book are

scores of tips to help make wine a little easier to enjoy, such as: adding kosher salt to your bucket of ice will

chill wine faster. Merlot is French for little blackbird

Chicago Review Press
9781569761670
Pub Date: 9/1/15
Ship Date: 9/1/15
$29.95/$35.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

352 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000
Territory: US, CA & MX

9 in H | 6 in W | 1 in T | 1.3
lb Wt

American Wine
A Coming-of-Age Story
Tom Acitelli

Contributor Bio
Tom Acitelli is the author of The Audacity of Hops: The History of America’s Craft Beer Revolution, the first

history of American craft beer. He has written for the New York Times, Wall Street Journal, Bloomberg View,

Eater.com, and Town & Country. He lives in Cambridge, Massachusetts, with his family.

Summary
James Beard Book Award Nominee 2016
Readable Feast Winner 2016

From the author of The Audacity of Hops: The History of America’s Craft Beer Revolution comes the

triumphant tale of how America belted France from atop its centuries-old pedestal as the world’s top

wine-producing and wine-drinking nation.

Until the mid-1970s, most American wine was far from fine. Instead, it was fortified and sweet, and came

from grape varieties prized less for their taste than for their ability to ferment fast. Even in big cities, a bottle

of domestically made Chardonnay or Merlot was hard to come by—and most Americans thought wine like that

was for the wealthy anyway, not for them.

Then a series of game-changing events and a group of plucky entrepreneurs transformed everything forever.

Within a generation, America would stand unquestionably at the world vanguard of wine, reversing centuries

of Eurocentrism and dominating the Field. This change spawned hundreds of thousands of jobs and billions of

dollars in sales. European vintners found themselves altering centuries-old recipes and techniques to cater t...
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CROWOOD PRESS
9780719826146
Pub Date: 3/26/18
£16.99 UK
Paperback

| Pages
Carton Qty: 0

9.7 in H | 7.5 in W | 0.4 in T
| 1.1 lb Wt

Celebration of English Wine
Liz Sagues

Gilgamesh Publishing
9781908531834
Pub Date: 3/1/19
On Sale Date: 3/1/19
$29.95
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

218 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB126000

8.3 in H | 5.8 in W

Tears of Bacchus
A History of Wine in the Middle East and Beyond
Michael Karam, Hugh Johnson

Contributor Bio
Michael Karam is Lebanon's preeminent wine writer. His writing has appeared in Decanter, Harper's Wine

Weekly, Monocle and the Spectator. He is a contributor to Jancis Robinson's Oxford Companion to Wine and

The World Atlas of Wine. He wrote the Lebanon chapter for the award-winning Wine Report between 2003 and

2009. He is the author of Wines of Lebanon, which won the Gourmand Award for Best New World Wine Book,

2005; Arak and Mezze: The Taste of Lebanon, which was shortlisted for the Gourmand Award for Best Food

and Travel Book, 2007, and Chateau Ksara: 150 years of wine making 1957-2007.

Hugh Johnson, OBE, is a British author and expert on wine. He is considered the world's best-selling wine

writer.

Summary
Tears of Bacchus relates the story of wine in the Middle East, essentially Lebanon and Syria, from the dawn of

time to the present day in the form of a linear series of essays written in various "voices"—historian,

archaeologist, novelist, wine writer, journalist, curator, anthropologist. It charts wine's influence on early

civilizations and cultures, religion and mythology, before heading off into the Byzantine, Medieval Ottoman

and ultimately the modern era, an age defined by strife and instability. With an introduction by Hugh Johnson.
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John Blake
9781786062819
Pub Date: 11/1/17
Ship Date: 11/1/17
$15.95/$19.95 Can./£8.99
UK/€10.99 EU
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

288 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB126000

8 in H | 5 in W | 0.7 in T |
0.5 lb Wt

I've Bought It, So I'll Drink It
The Joys (or Not) of Drinking Wine
Paul Keers, Charles Jennings

Contributor Bio
Paul Keers and Charles Jennings's blog, Sediment, was Best New Wine Blog Finalist in the 2011 Wine Blog

Awards, and in 2012 was Runner-Up in the Best Editorial Wine Writing category of the Born Digital Wine

Awards. Their e-book, Wining and Dining, was shortlisted for the Guardian's Best Drink Books of the Year

2013.

Summary
For people who wouldn’t know a Romanée-Conti from a bad-boy Argentine malbec, or a glass of Château

d’Yquem from a can of orange Tango, help is at hand. Based on the authors’ highly esteemed blog, Sediment

(described by Nicholas Lezard of the Guardian as "the finest wine blog known to humanity"), this book takes a

wry look at the social, financial, personal and marital issues surrounding middle-class wine drinking. Covering

such vital topics as befriending a wine merchant, high-street wine from supermarkets and corner shops, tools

of the trade like the pichet and tumblers, dining-table wine etiquette, wine in a box, the cubi flagon, wine

drinking in the Georgian era, and even homage to le Piat d’Or, this is not a book that takes wine too seriously.

Instead, it wrestles it out of the bottle, pins it down and makes it tell the truth, in language we can all

understand. By writing humorously, and much more broadly than specialist wine writers, CJ and PK break out

of the wine-writing niche, with its exclusive vocabulary and faint air of superiority.

Panache Partners LLC
9780996965385
Pub Date: 9/28/18
$50.00
Discount Code: SPT
Hardcover

320 Pages
Carton Qty: 5
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB126000
Series: Iconic Wineries

12 in H | 9.8 in W | 1.1 in T
| 4.5 lb Wt

Signature Wines & Wineries of Washington
Noteworthy Wines & Artisan Vintners
Panache Partners, LLC

Contributor Bio
Panache Partners, LLC is a publishing company based in Dallas, Texas, that specializes in developing

upscale coffee-table books on luxury lifestyle subjects including architecture, interior design, golf, wine, art,

event planning, and travel.

Summary
Celebrating the U.S.'s upcoming winemaking region and the Pacific Northwest's premier winemaking region,

this large volume includes information on an impeccable collection of wineries, vineyards, and details on

nearly 100 fine wines from the region. The vibrant color photographs and descriptions of dozens of

Washington’s most notable establishments bring this beautiful region to life. Within each winery’s feature story

is a page dedicated to their signature wine, pairing suggestions and tasting notes, winemaker's insights,

technical information regarding the construction, maturation and cellaring of each wine and a QR code that

links to winery websites and online wine stores offering additional insight. Ideal for both wine aficionados and

casual enthusiasts, this guide to award-winning Washington wineries can be a research companion, a travel

memento, or a delightful gift.
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Quiller Publishing
9781846892011
Pub Date: 11/1/15
Ship Date: 11/1/15
$30.95/$29.95 Can./£16.95
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 44
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000
Territory: US & CA

8.5 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.7 in T
| 0.9 lb Wt

Rich, Rare & Red (4th Edition)

A Guide to Port
Ben Howkins

Contributor Bio
Ben Howkins was awarded the Vintners’ Scholarship in 1963, making him the youngest person to receive

this award. His experience in Europe’s vineyards, working with many leading vintners, informs his

commitment to educate others in the enjoyment of wine. He is a member of the Confraria do Vinho do Porto

and the Vintners’ Company, cofounder of Royal Tokaji, and is wine advisor at Waddesdon, to Lord Rothschild,

coowner of Chateau Lafite Rothschild. He is the author of Real Men Drink Port and Ladies Do Too!

Summary
An updated and expanded edition of the book that captures the essence of port and what it means to
the people who produce it and who who drink it

Packed with a wealth of up-to-date information, including a complete list of vintages and guide to tasting, this

book will appeal to lovers of wine, food, and travel as well as the serious student of port. Ben Howkins offers

a concise history of port and the port trade as they have developed over the last 300 years. He covers

important changes in recent ownership of the major shippers and highlights the people driving change in the

industry while protecting port’s heritage.

Upstart Press
9781988516066
Pub Date: 4/1/18
$29.95
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

576 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000
Series: Michael Cooper's
Buyer's Guide to New Ze

7.8 in H | 5.3 in W | 1.7 in T
| 1.1 lb Wt

New Zealand Wines 2018
Michael Cooper's Buyer's Guide
Michael Cooper

Contributor Bio
Michael Cooper is New Zealand's most acclaimed wine writer with 38 books and hundreds of magazine

articles to his credit. He is the author of the prestigious Wine Atlas of New Zealand.

Summary
Designed to help the buyer to make informed choices about the best value and best quality wines available

this title is firmly established as the most authoritative and sought-after guide to New Zealand wines. Updated

yearly with new tasting notes and vintage ratings, including the most current vintage, this is a ‘must-have’

publication for the new initiate and the established wine-buff alike. Divided by grape variety to help selection,

this comprehensive guide includes vintage ratings, star ratings for quality, dryness/sweetness guide, retail

price and value-for-money ratings. Other features include Classic Wines — wines that consistently achieve an

outstanding level of quality for at least three vintages — as well as sections on ‘Best Buys of the Year’ and a

vintage report. This is the 26th edition of this best-selling guide.
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Véhicule Press
9781550652369
Pub Date: 4/1/08
$21.95/£18.50 UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

512 Pages
Carton Qty: 18
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

9 in H | 6 in W | 1.2 in T |
1.8 lb Wt

Techniques in Home Winemaking
The Comprehensive Guide to Making Château-Style Wines
Daniel Pambianchi

Contributor Bio
Daniel Pambianchi is the founder and CEO of Cadenza Wines Inc., a small commercial winery in Ontario that

produces a wide range of premium wines. He is a regular columnist and the technical editor for WineMaker

magazine. He lives in Montreal, Quebec.

Summary
From crushing grapes to bottling wine, this essential handbook enables the home winemaker to make

informed decisions about ingredients, equipment, and the winemaking process. Precise step-by-step

instructions lead both novice and advanced winemakers through all of the important procedures, including

selecting and working with new equipment, determining the best material for specific styles, analyzing the

product, monitoring acidity levels, and common troubleshooting problems. Using accessible charts and tables

to offer detailed instructions for making Pinot noir, port, and sparkling wines, this newly updated edition also

covers often overlooked topics, such as ice wines and blending varieties.

Awa Press
9780958253826
Pub Date: 8/1/05
$14.95/$16.95 Can.
Discount Code: SHO
Trade Paperback

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 50
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000
Series: The Ginger Series

7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.4 in T
| 0.3 lb Wt

How to Drink a Glass of Wine
John Saker

Contributor Bio
John Saker is one of New Zealand’s best-known wine writers and a regular columnist for BMW Magazine.

Summary
This comprehensive overview reveals the secrets of one of the most enduring and soothing spirits—from the

miraculous process of turning grapes into wine and how the shape of a glass affects its taste, to who decides

if a wine is a winner and what makes it healthy to drink.
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Awa Press
9781877551611
Pub Date: 4/1/13
$17.99/$19.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

64 Pages
Carton Qty: 68
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

7.8 in H | 4.8 in W | 0.5 in T
| 0.5 lb Wt

Vinacular
A Wine Lover's A–Z
Scott Kennedy, John Saker

Contributor Bio
Scott Kennedy is an illustrator whose work appears in books, magazines, and newspapers in Australia,

Canada, New Zealand, and the United States. His work was chosen to celebrate the National Library's

exhibition—100 years of the New Zealand School Journal—and he is the creator of the award-winning cover

illustrations for all books in the Awa Press Ginger Series. John Saker is a wine columnist for Cuisine and

Sunday magazines, the author of How to Drink a Glass of Wine and Pinot Noir: The New Zealand Story, and

the recipient of the Cathay Pacific Travel Writing Award. His articles have been published in the New Zealand

Listener, the National Business Review, and North & South magazine.

Summary
With charming illustrations and a vibrant sense of fun, this elegant book will thrill and entertain wine lovers. It

explains what the angel does with her share, how to spot "nobel rot," and what it means to engage in

pigeage, among other terms and concepts most associated with vintners. Filled with witty descriptions of

winemakers’ phrases and expressions, this illuminating guide to wine lingo is sophisticated, entertaining, and

even educational.

Board and Bench Publishing
9781891267581
Pub Date: 3/1/10
$5.95/$7.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Sheet Map, Folded

1 Pages
Carton Qty: 250
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

24 in H | 12 in W | 0.2 in T |
0.1 lb Wt

California Wine Map
Global Graphics

Contributor Bio
Global Graphics is the premier map producer for U.S. wine regions.

Summary
The first complete and accurate map of all of California’s wine-growing regions—from Arcata to San

Diego—this map lists the locations of over 1,000 wineries, along with contact details, open days and hours,

and accessibility. It includes extra-detailed maps of winery-dense regions of: North Sonoma, Mendocino &

Lake, Napa & Sonoma Valleys, Los Carneros, Sierra Foothills, North Central Coast, South Central Coast, and

Temecula. The reverse side consists of a complete chart of the vital statistics.
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Board and Bench Publishing
9781935879527
Pub Date: 8/1/16
Ship Date: 8/1/16
$89.95/$99.95 Can./£49.00
UK/€61.49 EU
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

544 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

10 in H | 7 in W | 1.4 in T |
2.5 lb Wt

Concepts in Wine Chemistry, Third Edition (3rd Edition)

Yair Margalit

Contributor Bio
Yair Margalit, P.hD. is a world renowned physical chemist, a practicing winemaker, a university professor,

and the author of the bestselling Winery Technology & Operations.

Summary
More than 150 years after Louis Pasteur attributed fermentation to a living organism, the field of wine

microbiology and chemistry is vibrant with discovery. The last decade alone has seen great strides in our

understanding of the biochemistry involved in vinification. In this new edition of his classic text, Yair Margalit

gives the complete and current picture of the basic and advanced science behind these processes, making the

updated Concepts in Wine Chemistry the broadest and most meticulous book on the topic in print. Organized

to track the sequence of the winemaking process, chapters cover must and wine composition, fermentation,

phenolic compounds, wine oxidation, oak products, sulfur dioxide, cellar processes, and wine defects. Margalit

ends with chapters detailing the regulations and legal requirements in the production of wine, along with the

history of wine chemistry and winemaking practices of old.

Board and Bench Publishing
9781935879572
Pub Date: 12/1/16
Ship Date: 12/1/16
$29.95/$39.95 Can./£24.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

210 Pages
Carton Qty: 30
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000
Territory: US

9 in H | 6 in W | 0.7 in T |
1.3 lb Wt

Fortified Wine: The Essential Guide to American Port-Style and
Fortified Wine
Kenneth Young

Contributor Bio
Kenneth Young is the executive director of the Sweet and Fortified Wine Association. His articles on all topics

concerning wine and winemaking have appeared in numerous publications, including d’Vine Magazine,

Practical Winery and Vineyard, and Wines and Vines. He lives in Auburn, California.

Summary
In the years following the Gold Rush, the only late-19th-century California wine of national acclaim was a

fortified wine called Angelica. Brandy and the port-style wines it fortified were the mainstay of its wine

industry during the late 1800s. Today, some of America's most renowned wineries produce a port-style wine,

and the popularity and quality of American fortified wines is in resurgence.

This seminal handbook to US Port-style wines and winemakers not only offers the first in-depth buying guide

of fortified wines but also tells this fascinating history of its rise and fall and modern comeback.

Also included are sections on how to enjoy fortified wines, their different styles, and what makes American

wines unique.
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Board and Bench Publishing
9781934259573
Pub Date: 11/1/10
$14.95/$19.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

156 Pages
Carton Qty: 100
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

8 in H | 6 in W | 0.4 in T |
0.5 lb Wt

Garden State Wineries Guide
The Tasteful Traveler's Handbook to the Wineries and Vineyards of New Jersey
Bart Jackson

Contributor Bio
Bart Jackson is a wine grower and well known wine writer and advocate of New Jersey wines.

Summary
No longer the hidden gem of the wine world, New Jersey’s wineries are exploding in popularity and quality. In

the first guide on New Jersey wines and wineries published in more than a decade, Jersey’s native son, globe

traveling wine taster and winegrower Bart Jackson has carefully profiled each of the Garden Sate’s wineries.

His vivid descriptions, historical and factual data about the vineyards, index of the owners’ most prized wines,

list of unique vintages, and depictions of special events entice the reader to hit the wine trail. Exact directions

and day-size wine trail clusters are also provided. In addition, national experts Gary Pavlis and Anthony Fisher

contribute tasting tips and regional essays.

Board and Bench Publishing
9782351560716
Pub Date: 9/1/12
$29.95/$39.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 30
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

10 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.5 in T
| 1.9 lb Wt

Guide to the Union des Grands Crus de Bordeaux
2011–2012 Edition
Union des Grands Crus de Bordeaux

Contributor Bio
The Union des Grands Crus de Bordeaux is a partnership of 132 grands crus estates constituted under a

shared standard of high quality.

Summary
This guide, available to the general public for the first time since the founding of the Union des Grands Crus

de Bordeaux, is a rich summary of the producers from the most prestigious appellations of Bordeaux: Médoc,

Haut-Médoc, St. Estephe, Pauillac, St. Julien, Margaux, Moulis, Listrac, Graves, Pessac-Leognan, Sauternes,

Barsac, St. Emilion and Pomerol. This book includes estate profiles, property history and description, officers,

production quantities, terrain and soil makeup, grapes under harvest, degree of barrel ageing, second wines,

contact information, and GPS locations.
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Board and Bench Publishing
9782351560495
Pub Date: 7/1/10
$65.00/$88.00 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 8
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

12 in H | 9 in W | 0.7 in T |
3.4 lb Wt

Hospices De Beaune
The Saga of a Winemaking Hospital
Laurent Gotti

Contributor Bio
Laurent Gotti is a renown wine writer and expert on French wines.

Summary
On the third Sunday of every November, the famous Hospices de Beaune perform their annual, 150-year-old

act of altruism: the hospital puts its wines up for sale in the world’s oldest charity auction. These cuvées

capture the attention of an entire profession and the passion of those who taste them. A new page in the

chronicle of this unusual winemaking hospital is written each year, with each new vintage, and fascinates the

entire world. Laurent Gotti reveals all the aspects of this extraordinary saga: its centuries of rich history, its

vineyards, and its vignerons who, over time, allow the development of each vintage.

Board and Bench Publishing
9781891267000
Pub Date: 1/1/08
$29.95/$39.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 56
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

8 in H | 6 in W | 1.5 in T |
0.7 lb Wt

How and Why to Build a Wine Cellar
Richard M. Gold

Contributor Bio
Richard M. Gold, MD, is a well known wine writer and collector and has written hundreds of articles on the

subject for scores of publications.

Summary
This popular classic, which is based on the author’s personal experiences of building a wine cellar in his home

and collecting wines for fun and investment, is now completely updated for the modern wine collector. All of

the essential construction specifications to maintain the ideal temperature and humidity conditions for

long-term storage of wine are provided for the home craftsman or professional contractor. Insulation,

refrigeration, and passive systems are detailed and the construction of racks and storage bins is also

explained with helpful illustrations. A practical guide to selecting, recording, tracking, and enjoying your wines

at their peak performance is included.
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Board and Bench Publishing
9781891267031
Pub Date: 5/1/10
$29.95/$39.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

201 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

10 in H | 8 in W | 0.6 in T |
1.7 lb Wt

Making Sense of Wine Tasting
Your Essential Guide to Enjoying Wine
Alan Young, Miguel Torres

Contributor Bio
Alan Young is the president of the International Wine Academy and a wine consultant. He is the author of 18

books, including Chardonnay and Wine Routes of Argentina. Miguel Torres is a wine maker.

Summary
This new and completely updated edition, by one of the wine world’s greatest authorities, sets out to teach

you that wine, like anything else that gives us pleasure, can be enjoyed more fully by those who have taken

the trouble to learn something about it, and who have tried to develop their individual sensory systems. The

human sensory system, which includes sight, smell, touch, taste and hearing, can be trained, just as our

minds or muscles can be trained. In fact, a high level of assessment skill is within reach of the average wine

lover. With the tools given in this book, wine’s myriad sensory cues of quality become discernible, and the

distinct and deep pleasure of wine accessible.

Board and Bench Publishing
9789197532648
Pub Date: 11/1/08
$39.95/$53.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

212 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

8.5 in H | 12 in W | 1.2 in T
| 3.8 lb Wt

Oregon Eco-Friendly Wine
Leading the World in "Green" Wine
Clive S. Michelsen

Contributor Bio
Clive S. Michelsen is a wine enthusiast.

Summary
Filled with intimate profiles of Oregon’s ecologically responsible wineries and winemakers, this is the first book

to spotlight green pioneers of the wine industry. Richly photographed, the book takes the reader into Oregon’s

famed vineyards and shows the work involved in sustainable viticulture, as well as the satisfaction of making

some the world’s best pinot noirs while being proper stewards of the land. Wine recommendation and a

complete winery directory are also included.
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Board and Bench Publishing
9781935879633
Pub Date: 1/1/16
Ship Date: 1/1/16
$29.95/$39.95 Can./£22.95
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

200 Pages
Carton Qty: 60
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

9 in H | 7 in W | 0.4 in T |
0.6 lb Wt

Organic Wine: A Marketer's Guide
Béatrice Cointreau

Contributor Bio
For more than 25 years, Béatrice Cointreau successfully ran marketing departments at several Cognac and

Champagne houses, before launching her Malibu-based organic vineyard and winery. When she’s not there,

she calls Paris home.

Summary
Organic Wine describes the major promotional, marketing, and business challenges facing “organics” through

an exhaustive examination of the European and American markets. Author Béatrice Cointreau identifies a

multitude of regulatory, commercial, and practical paradoxes bedeviling producers’ ability to craft a complete

and coherent consumer message, from labeling and advertising to public relations. Building on detailed case

studies, she presents an analysis of global production and market trends and provides clear insights on how

to position one’s product within that paradoxical environment to the best effect.

Board and Bench Publishing
9782351560952
Pub Date: 9/1/12
$65.00/$88.00 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 8
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

12 in H | 9 in W | 1.1 in T |
3.6 lb Wt

Saint-Émilion
Philippe Dufrenoy, Jean-Marie Laugery

Contributor Bio
Philippe Dufrenoy is an artist who uses wine in his artwork. Jean-Marie Laugery is an artist.

Summary
Two renowned wine figures and avowed lovers of the region take the reader in hand on a journey behind the

wine making monolith and into the heart of village life, steeped in ancient history and alive with modern

verve. Each spread is magnificently evocative of the beauty of Aquitaine, in its grand monuments and

sprawling vineyard landscapes, in the charm of daily life and grandeur of its festivals. From the historic

monasteries, churches, and castles; public and private art collections; and the gastronomy and iconic vineyard

properties to the colorful characters, celebrities, enthusiasts, and artists this book provides an endless

inventory of what the authors call the most beautiful village in the world.
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Board and Bench Publishing
9781935879848
Pub Date: 12/1/13
$34.95/$46.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

10 in H | 7 in W | 1.3 in T |
1.7 lb Wt

Sonoma Wine and the Story of Buena Vista
Charles L. Sullivan

Contributor Bio
Charles L. Sullivan has written more than one hundred articles for major wine and food journals and is the

author of many books on the subject of wine history, including A Companion to California Wine: An

Encyclopedia of Wine & Winemaking from the Mission Days to Present, Napa Wine, and Zinfandel: A History of

a Grape and its Wine.

Summary
The beginning of history for California wine starts with 17th-century , but the industry and commercial

powerhouse that commands 60 percent of the United States market was birthed 200 years later, the product

of a Hungarian aristocrat, European grapes, and the Sonoma Valley. In this groundbreaking book by historian

and bestselling author Charles L. Sullivan, the untold history of Sonoma wine serves as backdrop to the

turbulent story of California s first commercial winery, Buena Vista, from its founding by brilliant but quixotic

Agoston Haraszthy, through phyloxera plague and the dry years of prohibition to its present-day market

prominence. Sonoma Wine and the Story of Buena Vista is a scholarly study of two centuries of California

wine history, told in a riveting narrative that will engage and delight.

Board and Bench Publishing
9781935879503
Pub Date: 6/10/16
Ship Date: 6/10/16
$22.95/$30.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

325 Pages
Carton Qty: 26
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

9 in H | 6 in W | 0.8 in T |
0.9 lb Wt

Swallow This, Second Edition
The Progressive Approach to Wine
Mark Phillips

Contributor Bio
Mark Phillips is host of Enjoying Wine with Mark Phillips which airs nationally on PBS and is the most

watched wine show of all time. He has been written about in the Washingtonian, Washington Post,

Washington Times, Marie Claire, The Hill and USA Today. And when ABC News, Reuters News Service, Forbes,

National Public Radio, FOX TV, NBC, PBS, and the Smithsonian need a wine expert, they call Mark.

Summary
The iconoclastic host of the PBS show Enjoying Wine with Mark Phillips, has been turning the wine world on

its ear since it first aired. In his 2009 wave maker, Swallow This, Mark stirred things up even more to the

delight of consumers. Now comes the second edition, and it’s a doozy. Among its new material are topics such

as how to “fix” wine if you don't like it; wine selection and pricing ratings for major retail chains’ additional

food and wine pairing guidelines; how global warming is significantly changing wine growing regions; and a

list of restaurants with the best deals on wine in the major metros of every state. Mark offers a whole new

approach to wine, which flies in the face of what has been traditionally taught and serves as a practical and

empowering alternative. Witty, unique and never boring, Swallow This will change the way you think about

wine.
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Board and Bench Publishing
9780932664761
Pub Date: 5/1/91
$8.95/$11.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

258 Pages
Carton Qty: 52
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

10 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.4 in T
| 0.5 lb Wt

The Commonsense Book of Wine
Leon D. Adams

Contributor Bio
Leon D. Adams is an award-winning reporter and wine researcher and winery ombudsman.

Summary
A popular wine appreciation guide for the novice and expert, this book is a concise, no-nonsense work that

makes sense out of often confusing wine information. From understanding wine labels and making sense of

wine rituals to understanding how to apply the methods of expert wine tasters to identify good wine values,

this book is the perfect resource for anyone with an interest in wine.

Board and Bench Publishing
9780932664693
Pub Date: 9/1/97
$39.95/$53.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

426 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

11 in H | 8.5 in W | 1.3 in T
| 2.6 lb Wt

The University Wine Course
A Wine Appreciation Text & Self Tutorial
Marian W. Blady

Contributor Bio
Marian W. Baldy, PhD, holds a BA in microbiology and a PhD in genetics from the University of California–

Davis. She is a distinguished faculty member at California State University School of Agriculture and has

taught a broad range of courses, including an introductory enology and wine appreciation. In 1999 Dr. Baldy

was honored with US Department of Agriculture's Excellence in College and University Teaching in the Food

and Agricultural Sciences award.

Summary
For over 20 years the most widely used wine textbook in higher education courses, The University Wine

Course provides a 12-week program for learning about wine in-depth, from sensory evaluation to the science

of viticulture and winemaking. Written and organized in a “user friendly” style, this book serves as a

comprehensive-yet-easy resource for self-tutoring. Includes chapter exams and answers, study guides, lab

exercises, final exams and extensive references and bibliography. Illustrated with appendixes on Wine & Food,

Label Reading, Do-It-Yourself Labs, Student tasting notes and more. Dr. Baldy is a USDA award-winning

professor of sciences who has operated her own vineyard and winery and has taught wine appreciation for

academic credits to university students for over 20 years. A Teacher’s Manual is available from the publisher.
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Board and Bench Publishing
9789638752437
Pub Date: 10/1/08
$22.00/$30.00 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

158 Pages
Carton Qty: 60
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

9.5 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.3 in T
| 0.9 lb Wt

Tokaj
A Companion for the Bibulous Traveller
David Copp, Hugh Johnson

Contributor Bio
David Copp is a wine enthusiast. Hugh Johnson, OBE, is a wine expert and a bestselling wine writer.

Summary
Learn what makes Hungary’s Tokaji wine country one of the world’s finest vinicultural regions, and how best

to tour this ancient land famous for its nectar of the vine in this resource. Detailed maps of each area are also

included.

Board and Bench Publishing
9781934259498
Pub Date: 7/1/10
$27.95/$37.95 Can./£20.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

270 Pages
Carton Qty: 18
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

9 in H | 6 in W | 0.9 in T |
1.6 lb Wt

Tokaji Wine
Fame, Fate, Tradition
Miles Lambert-Gócs

Contributor Bio
Miles Lambert-Gócs is the author of Desert Island Wine, Greek Salad, and The Wine of Greece.

Summary
The world’s first botrytis wine, Hungary's Tokaji won an enviable reputation centuries ago, but never before

have the development of its wine types and the story of its ups and downs in fame and prestige been

presented so fully in English. Relying on an array of Hungarian source materials, author Miles Lambert-Gócs

sets the information out in encyclopedia fashion, with easily digested, A-to-Z entries that discuss the people,

places, vineyard-tracts, grape varieties, and wine-making associated with this wine. Besides being an

outstanding reference work, Tokaji Wine is sprinkled with fascinating notes and bacchic humor that make it a

delight to read.
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Board and Bench Publishing
9781934259603
Pub Date: 5/1/11
$44.95/$60.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

328 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

9 in H | 6 in W | 0.6 in T |
1.1 lb Wt

Understanding Wine Technology (3rd Edition)

The Science of Wine Explained
David Bird

Contributor Bio
David Bird is trained as an analytical chemist and in 1981 became a Master of Wine and a Chartered

Chemist. He specializes in quality assurance techniques, such as ISO 9000 and HACCP, and has been involved

with wine activities and education in France, Italy, Spain, Portugal, Hungary, Denmark, Finland, Sweden,

Norway, the Netherlands, Ukraine, Moldova, Russia, China, Algeria, Australia, Scotland, Ireland, and England.

Summary
Any student who has ever logged credits in a viticulture and enology class knows David Bird’s book: it is the

most widely assigned wine science primer in the English-speaking world. This completely revised and updated

edition to Bird’s classic textbook deciphers all the new scientific advances from the last several years, and

conveys them in his typically clear and plainspoken style that renders even the densest subject matter

freshman friendly. The new material includes an expanded section on the production of red, rose, white,

sweet, sparkling, and fortified wines; information on histamine, flash detente, maceration, and whole bunch

and whole berry fermentation; an expanded chapter on wine faults, including Brettanomyces; a new section

on HACCP analysis as applied to a winery; and much more.

Board and Bench Publishing
9781935879909
Pub Date: 11/1/11
$34.95/$46.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 28
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

10 in H | 7 in W | 0.6 in T |
1.4 lb Wt

View from the Vineyard
A Practical Guide to Sustainable Winegrape Growing
Clifford P. Ohmart

Contributor Bio
Clifford P. Ohmart is the author of the Lodi-Winegrower s Workbook and coeditor and coauthor of the Code

of Sustainable Winegrowing Practices Self-Assessment Workbook. He writes a bimonthly column on

sustainable winegrowing for Wines & Vines magazine; has authored 34 peer-reviewed research papers in

international science journals; and presented more than 300 seminars, conference papers, and symposia

papers at universities, government research organizations, and grower groups throughout the world.

Summary
Author and entomologist Clifford P. Ohmart brings reason and clarity to the politically loaded and amorphously

defined popular world of sustainable viticulture with this unique and comprehensive examination of the

subject. View from the Vineyard does much more than explain what “sustainable” means, its practical

importance to the wine industry, and the costs of agribusiness as usual. It provides the farmer with a realistic

and achievable path to a sustainable vineyard by describing the challenges of practicing sustainable

winegrowing, where integrated pest management fits in, how organic and sustainable farming related, a

holistic vision for the farm, how to identify and define your farm’s resources, methods for developing

sustainable goals, creating a plan to achieve your holistic vision, ecosystem management, and understanding

the vineyard as habitat. The book concludes with a self-assessment guide in which growers can easily track

their progress through these transitional periods.
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Board and Bench Publishing
9781934259634
Pub Date: 9/1/10
$39.95/$53.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 54
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

11 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.2 in T
| 0.5 lb Wt

Wine Faults
Causes, Effects, Cures
John Hudelson, John Buechsenstein

Contributor Bio
John Hudelson, PhD, is professor of global wine studies at Central Washington university in Ellensburg,

Washington. He has worked as a viticulture researcher at Cornell University's agricultural experimental station,

served as vice president of operations for the Hudson Valley Wine and Grape Association, and is the copartner

in Hudson Valley Vineyard and Winery Consulting. John Buechsenstein is a wine educator and consultant.

Summary
A precise and comprehensive description of the problems encountered at times by all winemakers and wine

judges, Wine Faults covers the differences between flaws and faults, how flavors develop, how taste works,

and how it differs from smell in the evaluation of wine. From there it tackles the increasing problems resulting

from high alcohol wines as well as volatile acidity found in high pH wines common in some warm grape-

growing regions. It also deals with the vegetal qualities of cool viticultural regions usually caused by

methoxypyrazines and the occasional lady beetle. Every microbial infection found in today’s wineries is fully

described and arrayed in full color slides. Dense as the material may seem, the book is written in a manner

that the layperson, or even the quality control professional who forgot that he ever took organic chemistry,

can understand.

Board and Bench Publishing
9781891267130
Pub Date: 10/1/00
$29.95/$39.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

9 in H | 7 in W | 0.9 in T |
1.8 lb Wt

Wine Heritage
The Story of Italian-American Vintners
Dick Rosano, Robert Mondavi

Contributor Bio
Dick Rosano is a wine, food, and travel writer with long-running columns in the Washington Post, Wine

Enthusiast, Wine News, and other magazines and he is the author of Tuscan Blood. He speaks regularly on

the radio and at conferences on wine and food, and has been the Rosano family winemaker for more than 30

years.

Summary
Mondavi, Martini, Sebastiani, Gallo, Bargetto and Perelli-Minetti. Who could deny the importance of Italians to

the development of America’s wine industry? It is little known that Italians have been planting vineyards and

making wine in America since the early colonial days when Filippo Mazzei was the vineyard consultant for

Thomas Jefferson. Grapes were planted and nurtured in virtually every corner of America where Italians

settled. Wine making was as sacrosanct as making bread or pasta. Here is the story of Italian immigrants

whose descendants now dominate American wine making. How they struggled and endured. How they

persisted in the face of Prohibition and facilitated legislation permitting home wine making of 200 gallons per

family. The intrigue, the feuds, the love affairs and financial triumphs are all in this authenticated history from

the earliest days of America to the new Italian/American wine makers.
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Board and Bench Publishing
9781935879831
Pub Date: 11/1/12
$19.95/$26.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

125 Pages
Carton Qty: 48
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

8.5 in H | 6 in W | 0.3 in T |
0.4 lb Wt

Wine in the Bible
A Biblical Reference to Ancient Grape Growing and Winemaking
Jabier Marquinez

Contributor Bio
Jabier Marquinez is a wine maker and historian.

Summary
Wine was an inseparable part of the ancient Israeli diet and its production was so important that farmers with

active vineyards were exempt from military service. In the Bible, only water and bread are mentioned as

often. In Wine in the Bible, Jabier Marquinez gives readers unique insight into wine’s inextricable place in the

lives of ancient Israelites with direct references form the Old and New Testaments, which relay such intricate

details as specific vineyard practices from grafting and pruning to watering and fertilizing, ethical labor

agreements with foreign vineyard workers, vineyard pests and proper abatement techniques, ancient winery

technology, and the use of wine as medicine and dyes. This book is a fascinating examination of the daily

lives, at work and leisure, of Biblical-era winemakers and wine drinkers.

Board and Bench Publishing
9780980064803
Pub Date: 7/1/09
$29.95/$39.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

346 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

9 in H | 6 in W | 1.1 in T |
1.3 lb Wt

WineSpeak
A Vinous Thesaurus of (Gasp!) 36,975 Bizarre, Erotic, Funny, Outrageous, Poetic, Silly and Ugly Wine
Tasting Descriptors
Bernard Klem

Contributor Bio
Bernard Klem is the author of How to Talk about Wine.

Summary
If you read wine reviews, you’re already either amused or confused by the soaring language wine writers

often use to describe what they’re smelling and tasting. But do you always know what they mean? Have you

ever sipped a complex white and sensed what’s so colorfully described as a peacock’s tail? Have you ever

savored a full-bodied red only to detect the ripe acrid smell of a horse stall? If not, you’re in for a treat,

because these terms and thousands more are all here to amuse, dismay, enlighten, inspire, puzzle, and

utterly shock you . Welcome to the rich linguistic universe of wine speak: a world where words and wine

intersect in an uncontrolled riot of language guaranteed to keep you entertained for hours. The author, a

lifelong lover of both wine and words, has compiled and organized this unique thesaurus of 36,975 wine

tasting descriptors into 20 special collections extracted from 27 categories so you can locate exactly the right

term or phrase to express yourself clearly or to understand others. May your path across the galaxy of wine

be paved only with labels from the very...
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Chicago Review Press
9781613731833
Pub Date: 10/1/15
Ship Date: 10/1/15
$39.95/$47.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

288 Pages
Carton Qty: 6
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000
Territory: US & CA

11.5 in H | 10 in W | 1.2 in T
| 4.5 lb Wt

Spirit of Place
Scotland's Great Whisky Distilleries
Charles MacLean, Lara Platman, Allan MacDonald

Contributor Bio
Charles MacLean is the author of ten books, including the standard work on whisky brands, Scotch Whisky,

and the leading book on single-malts, Malt Whisky, both of which were shortlisted for Glenfiddich Awards.

Whisky: A Liquid History was named Wine and Spirit Book of the Year by the James Beard Foundation of New

York. He has been managing editor of the Eyewitness Companion to Whisky and World Whiskies. He lives near

Edinburgh. Lara Platman is a photographer and writer specializing in documenting areas of culture often

considered endangered or eccentric. Her previous books include Harris Tweed and Art Workers Guild. Allan
MacDonald is a photographer and folk musician specializing in landscapes and portraits. A son of the

Hebrides, he is now based in Edinburgh. His work has been published in Time, the Huffington Post, the Daily

Telegraph, and the Daily Mail.

Summary
This wide-ranging and evocative photographic portrait of Scotland's distilleries, from Talisker to Lagavulin,

from Laphroaig to Dalwhinnie, from the Isle of Arran to Glenkinchie, describes the "cultural terroir" of the

country's fifty greatest distilleries–the ingredients, practices, and traditions that result in an exquisite range of

single-malt whiskies. Over 250 specially commissioned photographs capture the texture of the surrounding

landscapes through the changing seasons, vividly portray the craftsmen who work there, and detail the fabric

of the buildings themselves.

A unique addition to the literature on Scotch whisky, with text by the world's greatest whisky expert, Spirit of

Place is the perfect gift for anyone planning to tour Scotland's distilleries, a souvenir for anyone who has

visited them, and simply the perfect companion to a dram at home.

Jacana Media
9780980278606
Pub Date: 9/1/08
$21.95/$24.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 60
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

5 in H | 6 in W | 0.6 in T |
0.4 lb Wt

Crush!
Issue One: 100 South African Wines to Drink Now
Michael Olivier

Contributor Bio
Michael Olivier is a food and wine critic. His autobiography is entitled Michael Olivier: A Restaurateur

Remembers.

Summary
A guide to 100 award-winning South African wines, this essential reference explains how to find the right

bottle for the right occasion—at the right price. From bargain buys and everyday drinks to wines meant to

impress and spectacular splurges, this handbook cuts to the chase with easily understood suggestions on

what and how to buy, without the pomp and elitism normally associated with wine. A description of each

vintage provides tasting information along with details about the winemaker and estate, while amusing

anecdotes about the industry, instructions on how to successfully pair wine and food, and information about

wine competitions are also included.
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Jacana Media
9780620663618
Pub Date: 4/1/16
Ship Date: 4/1/16
$31.95/$37.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

9.3 in H | 10 in W | 0.8 in T
| 1.9 lb Wt

My Kind of Wine
People, Places, Food and Stories
John Platter

Contributor Bio
John Platter came to South Africa as a foreign correspondent, bureau chief for UPI, in the late 1970s. The

Rand Daily Mail wine column he began after leaving fulltime journalism to farm in Franschhoek expanded into

an annual wine guide which he and his wife Erica wrote and selfpublished. It was an instant success. Sold by

the Platters after 20 years, it remains a best-seller. Their travel-wine-adventure story Africa Uncorked won

numerous international laurels including the UK’s most prestigious Glenfiddich Award.

Summary
John Platter returns! With the same simple approach to wine which made him a household name in South

Africa, he tells the stories of wines and winemakers; taste the wines himself; writes about them in language

everyone can understand. • 261 wines, chosen, personally tasted and described by John Platter • Backstories,

amusing anecdotes, profiles of the wines and winemakers • New areas, new stars, new wineries, new

experiences for wine drinkers • The wine-wars – the revolutionaries, the young guns and the new-old guard •

Introductions to varieties and blends • Easy explanations of wine terms which befuddle everyday drinkers •

Wine-friendly recipes from winemakers and top wine country chefs

Life of Reiley
9781943703005
Pub Date: 8/15/15
Ship Date: 8/15/15
$44.95/$53.95 Can.
Discount Code: SPT
Hardcover

108 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

12 in H | 12.3 in W | 0.7 in T
| 2.9 lb Wt

50 Premiere Winemakers of Napa Valley
Their Insights and Inspirations
Nicola Siso

Contributor Bio
Nicola Siso is a photographer with a love for travel and a desire to truly understand new places from an

insider’s perspective. She lives in Miami, Florida.

Summary
Offering a unique and often private look at the talent behind the booming wine industry of Napa Valley, this

coffee table book couples 50 portraits with heartfelt stories and personal journeys from the most iconic and

influential winemakers of the Valley. Readers will enjoy the insightful answers to questions such as the

qualities that make a wine worth $150 and up, winemakers that have been influential, and how wine came

into the lives of the profiled winemakers. This book gives wine aficionados a one-of-a-kind chance to view the

world of wine through the eyes of the experts.
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Melbourne University
Publishing
9780522856149
Pub Date: 12/4/12
$51.00/$54.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 14
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

8.8 in H | 8 in W | 1 in T |
2.2 lb Wt

The History of Australian Wine
Stories from the Vineyard to the Cellar Door
Max Allen

Contributor Bio
Max Allen is a regular columnist for G and the Weekend Australian Magazine, among other publications, and

is the wine editor for Australian Gourmet Traveller. He runs popular wine education courses in Melbourne and

is a regular presenter and judge at wine tastings around the world. He is the author of The Future Makers,

The Really Useful Pocket Wine Book, and Red and White.

Summary
A unique account of the Australian wine industry, this work tells the story of its development throughout the

20th century. Weaving together an oral history full of firsthand recollections from winemakers, cellar hands,

business leaders, and grape growers, this record offers personal insights into how Australian wine has

received its phenomenal international reputation. From the horse-drawn plough in the vineyard to innovative

winemaking technology and the changing tastes of Australian wine drinkers, this book reveals plenty of

larrikins and pioneers.

Panache Partners LLC
9780988614055
Pub Date: 4/1/15
Ship Date: 4/1/15
$49.99/$59.99 Can.
Discount Code: SPT
Hardcover

272 Pages
Carton Qty: 5
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000
Series: Spectacular Wineries
series

12 in H | 9.8 in W | 1 in T |
4.4 lb Wt

Spectacular Wineries of Oregon
A Captivating Tour of Established, Estate, and Boutique Wineries
Panache Partners, LLC, Vitaly Paley, Oregon Wine B...

Contributor Bio
Panache Partners, LLC, is a publishing company based in Dallas, Texas, that specializes in developing

upscale coffee-table books on luxury lifestyle subjects including architecture, interior design, golf, wine, art,

event planning, and travel. Vitaly Paley graduating from the French Culinary Institute in New York and the

owner/chef of Paley’s Place, focusing his cuisine on simply plated local, sustainable, and organic ingredients.

In 2005, he won the James Beard Foundation Award for Best Chef: Northwest; is the coauthor, with his wife

Kimberly, The Paley’s Place Cookbook: Recipes and Stories from the Pacific Northwest; and his recipes have

been featured in such publications as The Flavor Bible and Food Arts magazine. He lives in Portland, Oregon.

The Oregon Wine Board is a semi-independent Oregon state agency managing marketing, research, and

education initiatives that support and advance the Oregon wine and wine grape industry. The board works on

behalf of all Oregon wineries and independent growers throughout the state's diverse winegrowing regions. It

is located in Portland, Orego...

Summary
A magnificent collection of more than 60 fabulous wine country destinations, Spectacular Wineries of Oregon

celebrates the grape through exquisite photographs and well-researched wine business profiles. A visually

stunning tour, this book spotlights a variety of wineries, vineyards, and wine-oriented businesses that are

defining the landscape of Oregon wine. Profiles introducing each establishment’s owners, history, and

specialties are complemented by a listing of signature wines and suggested pairings, sure to inspire both new

and experienced palates.
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Slovart Publishing, Ltd.
9788055613406
Pub Date: 6/1/17
Ship Date: 6/1/17
$29.95/$39.95 Can./£19.95
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

8.5 in H | 5 in W | 0.8 in T |
1 lb Wt

Slovak Wine Guide
Vladimír Hronský

Contributor Bio
Vladimír Hronský (1975) is an acknowledged enologist, advisor, lecturer and author who published two

books Slovenské vína (Slovak Wines) in 2001 and Sprievodca vínami Slovenska (Slovak Wine Guide) in 2014.

He also serves as a member of expert juries at important enological and sommelier events. In 2000, he was a

co-founder of the Association of Sommeliers of the Slovak Republic. He currently works as product marketing

and wine production advisor for several Slovak wineries.

Summary
How can you get to know the history, culture and gastronomy of a country in just a few seconds? Taste its

wine! Whether you’re a restaurant owner, wine trader or tourist looking fora liquid souvenir from Slovakia, this

book will help you to find your way around the current wines on offer on the Slovak market. Vladimír

Hronský, the author, is a famous enologist, sommelier and Slovak wine popularizer, and his guide introduces

readers to 50 wineries and their 365 most interesting Slovak wines. The introductory chapters describe the

characteristics of the viticultural regions of Slovakia and the traditional and new grapevine varieties cultivated

here. Hronský also explains the labelling of Slovak wines and current trends in wine making. He goes on to

offer experts and non-experts alike a selection of the most interesting wines on the market based on various

requirements (wines made of traditional varieties and popular new clones, innovative wines, classical Tokaj

wines, sparkling wines, and others). Lovers of local cheeses will also appreciate this first English edition which

includes a ...

Stonemark Publishing
9780965793643
Pub Date: 9/1/09
$17.95/$19.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

250 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

9 in H | 6 in W | 0.7 in T |
0.8 lb Wt

Home Winemaking Step by Step (4th Edition)

A Guide to Fermenting Wine Grapes
Jon Iverson

Contributor Bio
Jon Iverson is a wine fermentation expert with 30 years of experience and the author of The Babyboomer's

Guide to Estate and Medicaid Planning. He lives in Medford, Oregon.

Summary
Written expressly for beginning and advanced amateurs, this guide explores home winemaking in practical

terms, focusing on the latest fermentation techniques of both red and white wine grapes. This new edition is

more user-friendly than ever, containing an expanded offering of tips and advice to help winemakers obtain

the best possible yield as well as descriptions of new yeasts, chemicals, and additives available. Detailed

information on equipment, supplies, and how to arrange a source for good grapes as well as mistakes to avoid

makes getting started easy. Advanced winemakers will appreciate full explanations of sophisticated

topics—such as malolactic fermentation, sparkling wines, concentrate kits, and blending—and listings of

websites for supplementary information.
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Véhicule Press
9781550652512
Pub Date: 9/1/09
$12.95
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

112 Pages
Carton Qty: 100
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

8.5 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.3 in T
| 0.4 lb Wt

Kit Winemaking
The Illustrated Beginner's Guide to Making Wines from Concentrate
Daniel Pambianchi

Contributor Bio
Daniel Pambianchi is the founder and CEO of Cadenza Wines, which operates Maleta Winery. He is a regular

columnist and technical editor for WineMaker magazine, and the author of Techniques in Home Winemaking.

He lives in Montreal.

Summary
Providing day-by-day instructions for novice winemakers, this guide takes the guesswork out of using kits and

concentrates for producing high-quality wine at home. Covering everything the hobbyist vintner needs to

know about the winemaking process, this informative handbook discusses the different kinds of winemaking

kits that are on the market, presents solutions to the most common problems experienced by kit winemakers

with tips on how to avoid these pitfalls, and includes a glossary that demystifies winemaking lingo.

Véhicule Press
9781550652833
Pub Date: 5/21/10
$17.95
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

196 Pages
Carton Qty: 48
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

8.5 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.1 in T
| 0.7 lb Wt

Wine Myths, Facts & Snobberies
81 Questions and Answers on the Science and Enjoyment of Wine
Daniel Pambianchi

Contributor Bio
Daniel Pambianchi is the founder and CEO of Cadenza Wines, Inc. He is a columnist and technical editor for

WineMaker magazine and the author of Kit Winemaking and Techniques in Home Winemaking. He lives in

Montreal, Quebec and Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ontario.

Summary
Acknowledging how today’s wine sales and consumption are far outpacing those of beer and spirits, this

examination addresses questions commonly asked by the novice and experienced oenophile alike. Using short

anecdotes with a dash of humor to present intriguing facts about wine, this consideration also debunks many

popular myths such as why one shouldn’t disturb fermenting wine during a full moon and the popular causes

for headaches after partaking in red wine. Authoritative and entertaining, this guide covers winemaking, wine

service, styles, faults, frauds, and even the “wine-speak” of the art’s scientific terminology. Recognizing that

wine drinkers are becoming increasingly sophisticated and knowledgeable, this study also evaluates the

beverage's impact on health, making it a must-have for all connoisseurs.
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Board and Bench Publishing
9781935879008
Pub Date: 7/8/19
On Sale Date: 7/8/19
$24.95
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Cooking  /  Courses & Dishes
CKB003000

9 in H | 6 in W

Wine + Cheese
The Essential Guide to the Incomparable Combination
Barbara Ray, Dick Rosano

Contributor Bio
Famed for her contribution to the revolutionary California food movement of the 1960s and 1970s, Barbara
Ray helped create the wine country food culture that exists today.

Dick Rosano has been writing about wine, food, and travel for many years. His long-running columns have

appeared in The Washington Post, Wine News, and Wine Enthusiast and many other nationally distributed

publications.

Summary
Drinking the right wine with the right cheese is an incomparable sensual experience. This handbook to the

phenomenology of wine and cheese pairing will give you practical matches for 340 cheeses and 150 wines—

offering valuable information on flavor profiles and theories for why some pairings work others don’t. This

volume features the perfect primer for a wine and cheese tasting soirée: easy-to-use, fillable tasting notes.

Also included are lessons on wine- and cheese-making; tips for buying, storing, and serving; and must-know

information for creating the best pairs.

Bookstorm
9781920434830
Pub Date: 3/13/15
On Sale Date: 3/13/15
$14.95
Discount Code: TRD
Trade Paperback

200 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

5.9 in H | 6.8 in W

Love Your Wine
Get to grips with what you are drinking
Cathy Marston

Contributor Bio
Cathy Marston has been involved in the wine industry in the United Kingdom and South Africa for 20 years

and holds a Diploma from the internationally-recognised Wine & Spirit Education Trust. She teaches

winemakers, sommeliers and scores of enthusiastic drinkers about their favourite tipple, is a Platter's Wine

Guide Taster, and a contributor to many South African and international publications.

Summary
• Ever felt patronised by a waiter because of your wine choice?

• Been on the sharp end of comments about your taste in wine: “Pink wine, really?”

• Had your pronunciation of wine terms corrected?

• Confused about whether it’s OK to drink red wine with pasta?

• Had that uncomfortable feeling you’ve been conned into paying too much for a bottle of wine in a

restaurant?

If you answer yes to any of these questions, then you need to read this book. Cathy Marston takes you on a

wine appreciation journey from easy drinking sweets, through the popular sauvignon blancs (sew-vin-yon

blonks), bubblies, dessert wines and on to the fuller reds, with the sole aim of giving you confidence in your

wine choices. The confidence to enjoy drinking wine; to see it as a pleasure, not a potential source of

embarrassment; and above all, to help you become confidently curious about trying something new. Because

the real secret of wine success is that the more you drink, the more you know. Admittedly, the less you

probably remember, but hey – you can’t have everything.
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Board and Bench Publishing
9780932664563
Pub Date: 9/1/99
$12.95/$16.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 44
Cooking  /  Specific
Ingredients
CKB105000

11 in H | 8 in W | 0.4 in T |
1 lb Wt

Fine Wine in Food
Patricia Ballard

Contributor Bio
Patricia Ballard is a wine consultant and teaches culinary classes. She is the author of Wine in Everyday

Cooking.

Summary
When cooking with wine there is a complex interaction of flavors that enhance the end product and culinary

achievement requires use of the finest ingredients, including selecting the perfect wine. Author Patricia

Ballard, who conducted years of research to find the perfect wine for each recipe, guides readers in the

techniques of cooking with wine and most importantly, which wine will give optimum results.

Board and Bench Publishing
9780932664457
Pub Date: 5/1/95
$9.95/$12.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 64
Cooking  /  Specific
Ingredients
CKB105000

11 in H | 8 in W | 0.4 in T |
0.5 lb Wt

Wine in Everyday Cooking
"Cooking with Wine for Family and Friends"
Patricia Ballard

Contributor Bio
Patricia Ballard has been writing about food and wine for decades, and was at the vanguard of the California

Fresh movement.

Summary
Popular California food and wine consultant Patricia Ballard has been impressing winery visitors for years with

her food and wine magic. Both her Italian heritage and her California fresh experience are reflected in these

proven recipes and cooking tips with recipes that range from soup and hors d'oeuvres to pasta, fish, and

dessert.
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Board and Bench Publishing
9781934259054
Pub Date: 4/1/09
$14.95/$19.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

106 Pages
Carton Qty: 50
Humor  /  Form
HUM001000

7 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.3 in T |
0.6 lb Wt

Gone with the Wine
The Wine Cartoons of Doug Pike
Doug Pike, Robert M. Parker

Contributor Bio
Doug Pike is an award-winning cartoonist. His work has been featured in numerous publications, including

the Wall Street Journal. He is the author and illustrator of The Grapes of Laugh. Robert M. Parker, Jr. is a

leading wine critic known for his 100-point wine rating scale.

Summary
Doug Pike, the acclaimed cartoonist of RobertParker.com, the website of wine-czar Robert M. Parker Jr., wields

his rapier wit at the native inhabitants of the wacky world of wine in this collection of 100 of his best-loved

works. Topics include the winemaker at work, the he retail experience, wine fright, the domestic front, and

the waiter’s dilemma.

Board and Bench Publishing
9781891267932
Pub Date: 4/1/07
$14.95/$19.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 56
Humor  /  Form
HUM001000

6 in H | 6 in W | 0.5 in T |
0.5 lb Wt

Vine Lines
A Cheery and Humorous Exploration of Wine Terminology
Judy Valon, Roger Roberts

Contributor Bio
Judy Valon is a well known wine writer and educator. Roger Robert's famed cartoons have been found in

scores of major Australian wine publications.

Summary
Illustrated by the well-known Australian cartoonist Roger Roberts, this charming, pocket-sized book explores

the curious realm of wine terminology by creating a pictoral lexicon on the "far side" of a wine world where its

language ("barnyard," "exotic nose") is taken literally. Throughout, wine educator Judy Valon gives a serious

and solid primer on wine tasting, proper entertaining and serving procedures, and, of course, the functioning

definitions of common tasting terms.
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Souvenir Press
9780285625921
Pub Date: 12/1/92
$18.95/$22.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

104 Pages
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
Carton Qty: 30
Humor  /  Form
HUM001000

8.5 in H | 7 in W | 0.6 in T |
1 lb Wt

The Illustrated Winespeak
Ronald Searle’s Wicked World of Winetasting
Ronald Searle

Contributor Bio
Ronald Searle is the creator of the St. Trinian's and Molesworth cartoons, a leading contributor to Life and Le

Monde, and the author and illustrator of Searle's Cats.

Summary
A hilarious send-up of winetasters' jargon, this collection of cartoons offers a satiric look at pretentious

phrases used to describe wines by humorously assigning those characteristics to people.

Studio Press
9781787413177
Pub Date: 9/1/18
On Sale Date: 9/1/18
$9.95
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

56 Pages
Carton Qty: 80
Humor
HUM000000
Series: The Wit and Wisdom
of...

7 in H | 5 in W | 0.4 in T |
0.4 lb Wt

The Wit & Wisdom of Prosecco
Emotional Rescue

Contributor Bio
Emotional Rescue creates greeting cards with black and white retro photographs.

Summary
From parties to proposals, Prosecco is a delight and this tip-top collection of retro photos and frightfully funny

captions captures everything to love about a glass of bubbly.
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Studio Press
9781787412071
Pub Date: 9/1/18
On Sale Date: 9/1/18
$9.95/£6.99 UK/€8.49 EU
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

56 Pages
Carton Qty: 80
Humor
HUM000000
Series: The Wit and Wisdom
of...

6.8 in H | 4.8 in W | 0.4 in T
| 0.4 lb Wt

The Wit & Wisdom of Wine
Emotional Rescue

Contributor Bio
Emotional Rescue creates greeting cards with black and white retro photographs.

Summary
From the first sip to the last drop, wine is spiffingly jolly, and this sozzled collection of retro photos and

frightfully funny captions capture everything to love about a bottle of plonk.

Chicago Review Press
9780897335461
Pub Date: 9/1/06
$17.95/$21.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

220 Pages
Carton Qty: 42
Print Run: 15K
Non-Classifiable
NON000000

8.5 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.6 in T
| 0.7 lb Wt

Alpana Pours
About Being a Woman, Loving Wine & Having Great Relationships
Alpana Singh, Robert Scarola, Julia Anderson-Mille...

Contributor Bio
Alpana Singh was host of the #1 Public Television program in Chicago, Check, Please!, which has won two

Emmy awards. She has been named Best Sommelier in America by Wine and Spirits Magazine, Jane

magazine’s “30 Under 30,” Crain’s “40 Under 40,” Food and Wine Magazine’s “35 Under 35,” “Best Sommelier”

Chicago Magazine 2004, and a 2002 James Beard Foundation Nomination for Wine Service. She has also been

featured in numerous publications including, Real Simple, Food and Wine, Bon Appétit, Glamour, Newsweek,

USA Today, the Chicago Tribune, the Chicago Sun-Times and The New York Times. Alpana was also featured

in the September 2006 issue of Cosmopolitan and the October 2006 issue of Every Day with Rachael Ray.

Summary
Alpana Pours is a unique lifestyle book with wine as the centerpiece. Since American women purchase and

consume more wine than American men, 77% and 60% respectively, a voice is needed to help women

understand that their busy professional and social lifestyles can be well paired with wine. Master Sommelier

and successful television host Alpana Singh, twenty-nine, happens to be just the person who can help them

do it.

Alpana Singh is uniquely qualified to talk about wine, contemporary women and relationships. At age

twenty-six she became the youngest woman to be inducted into the world’s most exclusive sommelier

organization, the hundred-and-twenty-member Court of Master Sommeliers. She spent five years as

sommelier at a world famous four star restaurant, Everest of Chicago. While there she closely observed the

sometimes humorous, sometimes absurd, social interactions between men and woman at all stages of their

relationships. Her mental journal of these “social observations” came in handy as she wrote her first book,

Alpana Pours.

Alpana Pours reaches readers in playful language they w...
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Board and Bench Publishing
9780932664921
Pub Date: 5/1/99
$19.95/$26.95 Can./£14.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 28
Technology & Engineering  / 
Agriculture
TEC003110

8 in H | 5 in W | 0.8 in T |
0.6 lb Wt

A Wine-Growers Guide
Philip M. Wagner

Contributor Bio
Philip M. Wagner was a wine grower and the founder of Boordy Vineyards, Maryland’s best-known winery.

He was a former editorial page editor at the Baltimore Sun.

Summary
Back by popular demand, this guide to grape cultivation covers everything from establishing a vineyard to

vine ailments. Suitable for both amateur and commercial growers, it considers viticulture conditions

throughout North America.

Board and Bench Publishing
9781935879183
Pub Date: 12/17/18
On Sale Date: 12/17/18
Ship Date: 6/1/18
$40.00/$54.00 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

150 Pages
Carton Qty: 44
Technology & Engineering  / 
Agriculture
TEC003110

10 in H | 8 in W

Acidity Management in Must and Wine
Volker Schneider, Sarah Troxell

Contributor Bio
Volker Schneider is a lecturer of enological chemistry at Geisenheim University, and is founder of the

international consulting firm Schneider-Oenologie, which specializes in quality control, product development,

and research. He has authored several scientific papers and more than 400 technical articles on these topics.

Sarah Troxell is a chemist accredited by the American Chemical Society and for more than two decades has

been the winemaker at Galen Glen Winery, where they specialize in aromatic white wines—Grüner Veltliner,

Riesling and Gewürztraminer.

Summary
Making balanced, quality wine is a complex procedure, with a myriad of control processes. Chief among them

is acid management. Though the topic is an essential component of all winemaking texts, covered in lesser to

greater degree, Acidity Management in Must & Wine is the first exhaustive treatment of the subject in print. It

is the definitive guide to arguably the most delicate operation in the development of a fine wine.

The authors first define the numerous acids within must and the resulting red and white wines, and examine

the acids’ individual characteristics and their roles in the sensory experience of wine. Then they describe

acidification and how to conduct effective sensory trials. Lastly, the book delves deeply into the principles and

multiple processes of chemical deacidification and subsequent crystal stabilization.
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Board and Bench Publishing
9781935879312
Pub Date: 12/17/18
On Sale Date: 12/17/18
Ship Date: 4/16/18
$40.00/$54.00 Can./£39.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

146 Pages
Carton Qty: 44
Technology & Engineering  / 
Agriculture
TEC003110

11 in H | 8.5 in W

Practical Field Guide to Grape Growing and Vine Physiology
Daniel Schuster, Laura Bernini, Andrea Paoletti

Contributor Bio
Laura Bernini became a freelance viticultural agronomist in 1999 after nine years of distinguishing herself in

vineyard management work in the Italian corporate wine world. Andrea Paoletti was the longtime manager

of Antinori Chianti Classico companies before becoming a freelance consultant, working everywhere from the

classic vineyards in the US, Hungary, and Italy, to resurgent ones in Turkey, Montenegro, and Georgia. Daniel
Schuster is one of the most respected living viticulturalists. He has a permanent exhibition at the National

Museum of American History in Washington D.C.’s Smithsonian.

Summary
Written as an expansive update to the author’s previous book, Practical Field Guide to Grape Growing and

Vine Physiology serves as a necessary complement to all the processes of modern grape growing in the

variety of climes where grapes are found. Organized by growing cycles, the field guide gives detailed

prescriptions for managing each season’s unique processes: vine dormancy, root growth, canopy training, and

identifying various pathogens and bacteria in the winter; bud burst, flower cluster development, and canopy

construction in the spring; berry growth, respiration rate, water and nitrogen usage, phenolic metabolism,

vigor control, and irrigation or dry farming in the summer; and yield estimates, harvesting, and harvest vine

management in the autumn. Also included are detailed explanations of properly adapting grapevines to

various sites and agricultural systems.

Panache Partners LLC
9780983239864
Pub Date: 11/6/12
$40.00/$44.00 Can.
Discount Code: SPT
Hardcover

324 Pages
Carton Qty: 5
Travel  /  Canada
TRV006020
Series: Spectacular Wineries
series

12 in H | 9.8 in W | 1.3 in T
| 5.3 lb Wt

Spectacular Wineries of Ontario
A Captivating Tour of Established, Estate and Boutique Wineries
Panache Partners, LLC, John Szabo

Contributor Bio
Panache Partners, LLC, is a publishing company based in Dallas, Texas, that specializes in developing

upscale coffee-table books on luxury lifestyle subjects including architecture, interior design, golf, wine, art,

event planning, and travel. John Szabo is the first Canadian qualified at the Master level by the Court of

Master Sommeliers, a distinction that has been earned by only 188 individuals. He is a wine reviewer for

several online and print publications, and the beverage director for Trump Toronto and the Terroni Group as

well as a private consultant for wine collections and cellars. He lives in Toronto.

Summary
Presenting the majesty and wonder of Canadian wine country, this book is filled with large color images and

detailed commentary on more than 60 fabulous wineries and vineyards. Profiling the province’s verdant

appellations of Lake Erie North Shore, Niagara Peninsula, Pelee Island, and Prince Edward County and

containing information of interest to locals, tourists, wine lovers, and wine newcomers alike, this oenophile's

handbook to Ontario also suggests wine and food pairings.
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Pallas Athene
9781843680543
Pub Date: 5/1/10
$24.95/$27.95 Can./£16.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 30
Travel  /  Europe
TRV009110

9 in H | 6 in W | 1 in T | 1.1
lb Wt

Collio
Fine Wines and Foods from Italy’s North-East
Carla Capalbo

Contributor Bio
Carla Capalbo is the author of several cookbooks, including The Food and Wine Guide to Naples and

Campania, The Food and Wine Lover's Companion to Tuscany, and Perfect Pasta and Pizza.

Summary
The Collio is a small, crescent-shaped strip of land 80 miles northeast of Venice that borders on Slovenia.

Thanks to its unique soil structure and microclimate, the Collio produces some of Italy’s top wine-making

grapes and a slew of award-winning wines, including Tocai Friulano, Malvasia Istriana, and its specialty, Pinot

Grigio. Filled with hundreds of lush photos, this is an indispensable culinary guide to this little-known but

fantastically rich region. More than 60 wineries are profiled as are more than 70 restaurants, specialty food

shops, markets, and bed-and-breakfasts. Packed with insight, this guide is a perfect resource for wine-lovers,

foodies, and travelers alike.

Panache Partners LLC
9781933415659
Pub Date: 9/1/09
$40.00/$44.00 Can.
Discount Code: SPT
Hardcover

300 Pages
Carton Qty: 5
Travel  /  United States
TRV025050
Series: Spectacular Wineries
series

12 in H | 10 in W | 1.1 in T |
4.8 lb Wt

Spectacular Wineries of New York
A Captivating Tour of Established, Estate and Boutique Wineries
Panache Partners, LLC

Contributor Bio
Panache Partners, LLC, is a publishing company based in Dallas, Texas, that specializes in developing

upscale coffee-table books on luxury lifestyle subjects including architecture, interior design, golf, wine, art,

event planning, and travel.

Summary
From high-end, cult wineries—whose interiors have rarely been seen—to smaller, more accessible vineyards,

this series surveys the legends and lore of various locales. Large-scale photographic essays are complemented

by a narrative chronicling various aspects of the wineries including their architecture, art, cuisine, gardens,

and history of the sites and what makes each of them unique. Terrific keepsakes for wine aficionados, these

guides are also useful in trip planning and as a reference for those who want to become knowledgeable about

wine making particular regions.

Informative and captivating, this comprehensive exploration captures the flavors of the finest wineries in New

York and the wines they produce. Covering countless acres of upstate vineyards ranging from the historical

roots of Dr. Frank’s Vinifera Wine Cellars and Duck Walk Vineyards North to the promising buds of Ventosa

Vineyards, readers will discover the secrets of a region that has been patiently waiting for its chance to bring

an array of blends and varietals to the forefront of American viticulture. Nearly 50 lo...
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Board and Bench Publishing
9780918505750
Pub Date: 11/1/06
$12.95/$16.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

382 Pages
Carton Qty: 50
Travel  /  United States
TRV025130

10 in H | 7 in W | 0.3 in T |
0.7 lb Wt

California Wine Country: South Central Coast
Maxine Hesse

Summary
California's South Central Coast region, from San Miguel down to Santa Barbara, now boasts well over 200

wineries and vineywards, plus a variety of inns, hotels and restaurants. The new Quick Access® California

South Central Coast Wine Country soft-cover book is filled with lush color photography highlighting the

vineyards, wineries, tasting rooms, picturesque towns and attractions in this up and coming area. The book

includes regional wine maps, wine-making information, and sections about nearby attractions like Hearst

Castle, Santa Barbara and Solvang, and off-the-beaten-track recreational areas.

Board and Bench Publishing
9780918505538
Pub Date: 1/1/13
$7.95/$10.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Sheet Map, Folded

1 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Travel  /  United States
TRV025130

Quick Access Napa-Sonoma Wine Country Map and Guide
Global Graphics

Contributor Bio
Global Graphics is one of America's great cartographic firms.

Summary
A laminated, gate-folded map of the wineries & vineyards of Napa and Sonoma from Healdsburg to

Geyserville, with winery address/hours/phone; tasting rooms and gourmet grocery stores.
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Panache Partners LLC
9781933415826
Pub Date: 11/1/09
$50.00/$55.00 Can.
Discount Code: SPT
Hardcover

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Travel  /  United States
TRV025130

9.8 in H | 12 in W | 1 in T |
4.3 lb Wt

Into the Earth
A Wine Cave Renaissance
Daniel D'Agostini, Molly Chappellet

Contributor Bio
Daniel D’Agostini, author-photographer of Into the Earth, uses the medium of photography to explore,

document and teach. His limited-edition color and black-and-white prints are noted for their delicacy and

sensitivity. His photographic work has been published in a variety of printed media, including books Storm

Over Mono Lake, California Oaks, The Romance of

the California Vineyards and A Vineyard Garden.

For more than 30 years he balanced photographic commissions, assignments and printmaking with teaching

middle-grade students fine arts, science and organic gardening. He was a hands-on leader in the “Garden in

Every School” initiative for more than two decades—long before the concept achieved widespread popularity

—developing several award-winning gardens and introducing thousands of children to the wonders of growing

everything from fava beans to popcorn. In 1996 he was commissioned by Delaine Eastin to draft the

program’s vision statement for the California State Superintendent of Public Instruction. He retired in 2008 to

devote all of his time to photography, writing and his person...

Summary
From the hand-dug caverns of the late 1800s to the elaborate, dramatic caves of recent decades, this is an

intriguing overview of Napa Valley’s wine caves—where wine is stored at specific temperatures in order to

leave the land unscarred and available for agriculture. The magic, mystery, and magnificence of the

region—from the rich history and unique character to the classic architecture and delectable cuisine—is fully

captured in this stunning guidebook that profiles such esteemed estates as Quintessa, Spring Mountain, Far

Niente, and Stags’ Leap. Perfect for wine enthusiasts and novices alike, this tour of California wine caves also

includes profiles of the stewards of the land, who share their philosophies, accomplishments, and dreams for

the future.

Panache Partners LLC
9781933415642
Pub Date: 3/25/10
$40.00/$44.00 Can.
Discount Code: SPT
Hardcover

300 Pages
Carton Qty: 5
Travel  /  United States
TRV025130
Series: Spectacular Wineries
series

12 in H | 10 in W | 0.9 in T |
3.7 lb Wt

Spectacular Wineries of California's Central Coast
A Captivating Tour of Established, Estate and Boutique Wineries
Panache Partners, LLC

Contributor Bio
Panache Partners, LLC, is a publishing company based in Dallas, Texas, that specializes in developing

upscale coffee-table books on luxury lifestyle subjects including architecture, interior design, golf, wine, art,

event planning, and travel.

Summary
From high-end, cult wineries—whose interiors have rarely been seen—to smaller, more accessible vineyards,

this series surveys the legends and lore of various locales. Large-scale photographic essays are complemented

by a narrative chronicling various aspects of the wineries including their architecture, art, cuisine, gardens,

and history of the sites and what makes each of them unique. Terrific keepsakes for wine aficionados, these

guides are also useful in trip planning and as a reference for those who want to become knowledgeable about

wine making particular regions.

Presenting a taste of California's future, this guide features the hottest new wineries of California, which are

sure to capture the world's attention soon. Still young, these vintners are brimming with ambition and

possibilities. Brilliant photographs and descriptions bring Paso Robles in San Luis Obispo County, Santa

Barbara wine regions, Edna Valley, and Santa Maria to life. Perpetually tempting, robust cabernets, smooth

sauvignon blancs and spicy merlots fill the pages—exhibiting the voyage from vineyard to glass.
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Panache Partners LLC
9781933415666
Pub Date: 11/1/09
$40.00/$44.00 Can.
Discount Code: SPT
Hardcover

300 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Travel  /  United States
TRV025130
Series: Spectacular Wineries
series

12 in H | 9.8 in W | 1.1 in T
| 4.7 lb Wt

Spectacular Wineries of Sonoma County
A Captivating Tour of Established, Estate and Boutique Wineries
Panache Partners, LLC

Contributor Bio
Panache Partners, LLC, is a publishing company based in Dallas, Texas, that specializes in developing

upscale coffee-table books on luxury lifestyle subjects including architecture, interior design, golf, wine, art,

event planning, and travel.

Summary
From chardonnays to petit syrahs, this guide covers the wines and vineyards of Sonoma Valley's most prized

residents. Each winery offers a new story with unforgettable vintages, varietals, and blends. Winemakers and

proprietors share their philosophies, showing a range of terroirs in this small but diverse region that offers

growers an even wider array of soil types than France.

Board and Bench Publishing
9781935879299
Pub Date: 3/1/19
On Sale Date: 3/1/19
Ship Date: 6/1/18
$29.95/$39.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Business & Economics  / 
Industries
BUS070120

9 in H | 6 in W

Artisan Public Relations
How to Get Your Artisinal Food and Beverage Creation the Attention They Deserve
Paul Wagner

Contributor Bio
Paul Wagner formed Balzac Communications & Marketing in 1991. He co-authored the book Wine Marketing

& Sales, Strategies for a Saturated Market, which won the Gourmand International Award in 2008. He was a

columnist for Vineyard & Winery Management Magazine for ten years and served on the board of directors of

the Society of Wine Educators for many years. Wagner is a founding member of the Academy of Wine

Communications, a member of the nominations committee of the Culinary Institute of America’s Vintner’s Hall

of Fame, and was inducted into the Spadarini della Castellania di Soave in 2005. In 2009 he was honored with

a “Life Dedicated to Wine” award at the Feria Nacional del Vino in Spain.

Summary
Over the past twenty-five years, the world of artisan food and beverages has evolved from a few interesting

point-of-sale items to huge sponsorships of everything from the Academy Awards and NASCAR to breast

cancer research and public television. It used to be that a nice press kit and a smiling face could usually get

you some coverage. Now we see celebrity chefs, podcasts, and concert tour logistics have all become part of

the package. Artisan food and beverage has become big business, and at least some of the public relations

programs have grown up alongside the industry. But for most producers, the challenges still remain, as they

do for all small businesses: you don’t have the dollars to compete on a national scale, and your only hope for

success in the world of public relations is to be more costs effective, more targeted, and smarter than their

competition. From wine producers and brewers to bakers and breakfast bar makers, smart, effective, and

focused are the bywords of success. Making sure that’s how you approach your public relations effort is what

this book is all about.
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Board and Bench Publishing
9781935879558
Pub Date: 1/1/16
Ship Date: 1/1/16
$29.95/$39.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

208 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

9 in H | 6 in W | 0.5 in T |
0.7 lb Wt

The Exporter's Handbook to the US Wine Market
Deborah M. Gray

Contributor Bio
Deborah Gray established her first wine importing company in the U.S. in 1992 and has travelled to forty of

the fifty US states throughout her wine career, working with distributors, conducting wine dinners and tastings

and invited to speak at wine festivals, conferences, on radio and television. She served on the Wine Board of

the Australian Trade Commission for four years. How to Import Wine - An Insider's Guide, Deborah’s first

book, was recognized as “Best U.S. Professional Wine Book 2011” by Gourmand International. In March,

2012, it was named first runner up for “Best World Professional Wine Book” in Paris. Deborah is also an

instructor at San Diego State University, where she teaches about wine importing & distribution. She lives in

Southern California with her husband.

Summary
Attempting to export wine to the U.S. has long been fraught with difficulty, especially for the smaller

producers. The U.S. wine industry, complicated by confusing regulations and intense internal brand

competition, is also the land of opportunity and home to an adventurous and egalitarian wine consuming

population. But without an understanding of how to effectively enter this complex market, the exporter often

founders and retreats in frustration. This book provides a guide to approaching and attracting an importer,

differentiating terms and regulations which must be understood to prosper, and avenues to achieving and

sustaining attainable sales and distribution goals.

Board and Bench Publishing
9781935879510
Pub Date: 2/22/16
Ship Date: 2/22/16
$75.00/$101.00 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

400 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

10 in H | 7 in W | 1.1 in T |
1.9 lb Wt

Wine Marketing & Sales, Second edition (2nd Edition)

Success Strategies for a Saturated Market
Janeen Olsen, Liz Thach, Paul Wagner

Contributor Bio
Paul Wagner is an instructor for Napa Valley College and the Culinary Institute of America. Paul formed

Balzac Communications & Marketing in 1991. Paul is a regular columnist for Vineyard & Winery Management

magazine and contributes to Allexperts.com. He lives in Napa, California. Janeen Olsen is a Professor of

Marketing at Sonoma State University. Her research on wine consumption, direct to consumer marketing and

tasting room service has been published extensively in international business journals, and she lectures on

those topics regularly. Janeen lives in Vallejo, California. Liz Thach (pronounced “tosh”) is a management and

wine business professor at Sonoma State University in the Wine Business Institute where she teaches in both

the undergraduate and Wine MBA programs. Liz has published over 90 articles and 4 wine books, including

Wine: A Global Business. Liz lives on Sonoma Mountain.

Summary
How can a small winery possibly compete with the marketing of massive wine companies? How can it hope to

capture the over-stimulated mindshare of the modern consumer? By being strategic. This revised and updated

edition to the bestselling book puts the vast bank of wine marketing knowledge within reach of industry

novices, and fresh, practical, and powerful strategies into the hands of veteran brand managers and

marketing professionals. With 100 pages of new and expanded material, this book addresses such topics as

importing and exporting; logistical management; marketing your tasting room and wine region as a prime

tourist destination; how to generate greater retail sales; and how to grab the benefits, while avoiding the

dangers, of social networking and viral marketing.
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Board and Bench Publishing
9781934259061
Pub Date: 9/1/09
$29.95/$39.95 Can./£14.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

354 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

9 in H | 6 in W | 1 in T | 0.5
lb Wt

How to Launch Your Wine Career
Liz Thach, Brian D'Emilio, Michael Mondavi

Contributor Bio
Liz Thach, PhD, is a management and wine business professor at Sonoma State University in the Wine

Business Institute where she teaches undergraduate and wine MBA programs. She is an award-winning author

who has published more than 100 articles and five wine textbooks, including Wine: A Global Business and

Wine Marketing & Sales and she obtained the distinction of Master of Wine in 2011. Brian D’Emilio is the

director of sales capability at Treasury Wine Estates. Michael Mondavi is a winemaker and the son of Robert

Mondavi.

Summary
Written by successful and respected industry professionals, How to Launch Your Wine Career gives practical,

real-world advice on how to land, develop, and succeed in a career in wine making and production, vineyard

management, marketing and sales, public relations, writing, education, winery management and

administration, direct-to-consumer sales, and more. Featuring interviews with some of wine's most prominent

figures—including winemaker Heidi Barrett and wine writer James Laube of Wine Spectator—the book builds a

career from the ground up, explaining job descriptions, educational and skill requirements, the career ladder,

how to get started, and job hunting strategies. Each chapter ends with a helpful resource guide of available

conferences, books, and websites. The appendix provides a detailed action plan worksheet to help the

prospective applicant plan, plot progress, and nail that killer wine industry job.

Board and Bench Publishing
9781935879657
Pub Date: 12/1/15
Ship Date: 12/1/15
$45.00/$61.00 Can./£32.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

360 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

10 in H | 8 in W | 1.1 in T |
2.1 lb Wt

The Business of Winemaking
Jeffrey L. Lamy

Contributor Bio
Before his death in 2014, Jeffrey L. Lamy had been a prominent wine consultant for nearly 40 years. A

feature of the Oregon wine business, he is perhaps best known for his stewardship as GM and winemaker of

the state’s renowned Montinore Vineyards, taking it from conception and feasibility study to national

prominence.

Summary
The Business of Winemaking places all facets of the wine business in perspective for investors, owners, and

anyone else who is interested in how the wine business operates. Abundantly illustrated and written in a

readily understandable style, the book addresses the technical rudiments of viticulture and enology and all of

its related business actions: market analysis, vineyard and winery design, construction and equipment costs,

regulatory and legislative issues, accounting and recordkeeping, financial analysis, tax considerations, typical

salaries by geographical area, the minimum economic size of vineyards, the business plan, financing, product

pricing, advertising, and sustainable farming and immigrant labor. This book features comprehensive case

studies from 20 winery sites from coast to coast, making it an ideal resource for anyone wanting to better

understand the inner workings of a successfully run winery.
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Board and Bench Publishing
9781935879879
Pub Date: 10/1/13
$29.95/$39.95 Can./£21.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

418 Pages
Carton Qty: 28
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB088000

9 in H | 6 in W | 0.9 in T |
1.3 lb Wt

Wine Marketing Online
How to Use the Newest Tools of Marketing to Boost Profits and Build Brands
Bruce McGechan

Contributor Bio
Bruce McGechan has consulted wine businesses large and small, from one edge of the world to the other. He

is the founder and managing director of WineMarketingPros.com, an internet wine marketing advisory firm

based in New Zealand.

Summary
If it seems like small wine businesses are getting crowded out of a vibrant US wine market by retail chains,

entrenched distributors, and established brands, there’s good news for little guys. There’s a reason why these

massive companies spend a fortune acting “small.” In the new, wired realm of marketing and customer

relations, the qualities that make small businesses distinctive, like personalized service, deep product

knowledge and authentic interest, matter more than ever. Wine marketing consultant Bruce McGechan

answers the question of how to put those built-in attributes in front of all those online customers with his new

book Wine Marketing Online: Discover the secrets that successful wine businesses use to market their wines

online; Learn how to increase your credibility and be seen as an expert by your local customers; Generate

Traffic to your website using Google; Convert that traffic into sales through fine-tuned content and a positive

user shopping experience; Utilize social media to effectively engage with new and existing customers on your

blog, Facebook, and Twitter; R...
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